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Fact and Fancy in Science

EDITOR

The body of knowledge we call Science is made up of facts
and fancies. The facts constitute the observational data which
provide the materials for the edifice of science and fancy acts as the
mortar which cements such materials and arranges them in certain
patterns evolving a definite architecture. This fancy is the mother of
theories which are so essential to the development of any science.
The scientist takes care that his fancy is kept within proper limits
otherwise it is likely to be more a hindrance than a help to him.
Scientific fancy in its simplest form is iuductive inference. When
we infer the presence of fire from an observation of smoke we indulge
in such a fancy.
When the inductive process is a little more complex and is
meant to serve as an explanation for a group of facts it is called a
theory. The electromagnetic explanation of light phenomena is such
a theory in physics. A theory is capable of being tested for its
correctness by specially devised crucial experiments. The distinction
between what is known as a scientific theory and what is called a
speculation is very well-marked. The function of a theory is to
explain certain groups of facts in simple manner and nothing is
postulated that is redundant. The philosopher however is not bound
down by such considerations. He gives a freer scope to his imagination. The explanations that he gives to solve the problem of ultimate
reality for example can neither be proved nor disproved in many
instances. Such explanations receive the name of speculations.
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The Four Canons
The scientific man does not usually indulge in any speculation.
His aim is to confine himself, to theories only and for this
purpose he observes certain canons or principles as his guide. The
' Reprinted from the Indian Journal of Psychology, Vol. VIII, 1933 by kind
permission of the Editor.
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canons are four in number, viz, (1) the principle of economy, (2) the
principle of familiarity, (3) the principle of extention and (4) the
principle of analogy. The principle of economy or as it is more
familiarly known as the 'principle of economy of hypothesis' asserts
that we should prefer a single and simple explanation to a multiple
and complicated one ; or, in other words, when a fact or a group
of facts may be explained on a simple supposition there is no
justification for explaining it as due to multiple factors. In actual
practice we often find that facts are over-determined, i.e. many
causes are simultaneously responsible for producing the same result
each one acting independently of the others •, but unless the
presence of multiple factors of this nature is actually proved it
would be safer from the standpoint or probability to depend on
the principle of economy and stick to only one explanation if
that is found to be adequate. The next canon, which I have
called the principle of familiarity, may be briefly stated as follows
— of two theories the more familiar one is the more likely. When
a fact may be explained by a known law of nature there is no
justification for postulating an unkown force as an explanation,
But here also we must point out that an explanation is not
necessarily true because it is familiar. The third guiding principle
is the principle of extension. The wider the application of a theory
the greater the chance of its being true. Supposing we have
several series of phenomena, each one requiring a different explanation, and supposing we find a theory which would satisfactorily
explain all the facts of the different groups taken simultaneously
we are certainly justified in accepting such a theory as valid.
Here again I must point out that the principle of extension does
not necessarily invalidate the possibility of individual explantions.
The fourth princple is the principle of analogy. When a theory
has been proved to be satisfactory in a large number of cases
it is likely to be also true of any other similar case. If we find
for instance, that in a hundred cases of a fever of a certain
type which comes on alternate days attended with rigor, microscopic
explanation reveals the presence of malarial parasites in the blood,
we shall be justified in believing in the theory that other
similar cases have a similar origin. We must remember that this
principle also is not infallible.
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The Nature of Theory
There always remains an element of uncertainty in theories
even if they satisfy all the canons mentioned before. Theories, which
are merely interpretations, can never claim for themselves the
same type of validity as observed facts. What we call facts
may be psychologically designated as perceptions. The same fact
may be explained on the basis of more than one supposition and
the warrant for any particular interpretation is really a question
of probability. In spite of this element of uncertainty, interpretation
remains the real business of science. It is a curious psychological
pheomenon that when an interpretation has been in the field for
a sufficient length of time backed by eminent authorities and has
been repeatedly mentioned in text-books, it is apt to lose its true
significance and is mistaken for a fact. As on illustration in point
I might mention the theory of the rotation of the earth to explain
the diurnal motion of the sun. This theory has been so often stated
that at the present time we have forgotten its real position as an
interpretation and are likely to mistake it for a fact. If some
actual observer sees the earth revolving on its own axis from
some point in space outside the planet then the question of
rotation will no longer be one of interpretation or theory but
an actual fact as has been defined here. In the history of science
many such theories have been ultimately accepted as facts and
newer theories have been postulated to account for such facts.
This is how science progresses. It is sometimes necessary to sift
facts from fancies or theories and take stock of our knowledge
in all departments of science so that confusion of thought may
be avoided and progress may be unhindered.
Psychological Theories
Sciences differ in their respective attitudes towards the phenomenal world, and each science tries to define its own aim and field
of work and develop its appropriate methods of study. Psychology
concerns itself with the study of mental phenomena and tries to
find out the laws that govern mental life and determine its
evaluation. For the proper understanding of the workings of the
mind psychology has to formulate theories just like any other
science. Psychological theories should be judged by the same
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criteria that govern scientific theories in general. Psychology is
a tera incognita to the average scientist and he is therefore
very often puzzled at the unfamiliarity of psychological formulations
which he wrongly considers to be of the same order as philosophical
speculations. Mental and physical phenomena belong to different
planes altogether. A physical object can be apprehended by our
senses and can be observed by all, but not so the mind. A
mental event such as anger has none of the charecteristics of a
physical object. It cannot be seen, heard, touched, smelt or tested.
It has no mass, no momentum. It has no extention and it cannot be
weighed in the chemical balance nor can it be measured in terms of
centimetres. To the physicist accustomed to deal with tangible
objects it is something entirely illusory and he feels ill at ease when
he is in mental territory. This is why he looks askance at
psychological theories. The gulf that separates mind from matter
stands in the way of the average person's having correct outlook on
mental life.' It requires a certain amount af training to develop
the proper psychological attitude, that enables one to bridge this
gulf. For a person who is familiar with the psychological terrain
it would be quite easy to evaluate the findings of the special science
by means of the same criteria that hold good in the material sciences.
The general principles are the same only the observational facts
are of a different order. It would be found that the edifice
of psychology is built after the same plan as that of any other
science and here also the mortar of fancy holds together the factual
materials and lays them out in definite patterns. The scientific
psychologist carefully keeps his fancy under control and does not
induldge in philosophical speculations. A properly formulated
psychological theory has the same validity as any physical
theory.
Psychological phenomena are not diretly observable in the
same sense as physical objects or events as they have none of
the characteristics of the latter. A lump of sugar is apprehended
by the sense organs but the 'perception of sugar1 is something
different from sugar itself as an outside physical object. The
perception is a mental event and is only possible so long as the
integrity of the sense organs is maintained ; the perception itself
cannot be seen or heard ar touched or smelt or tasted. It is
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directly apprehended by the mind of the individual observer and
forms an experience exclusive to himself. Similarly my love or
anger as a psychological entity is not to be seen or heard by any
one ; it can only be felt by me. The exclusiveness of psychological
experience sharply differentiates it from all physical phenomena.
In fact it is impossible for any individual observer to be absolutely
sure of the existance of mind in any person other than himself.
This, coupled with the fact that all physical objects, including other
individuals can only be apprehended through the mind has led a
certain class of philosophers to assert that nothing exists in the
world outside 'myself and that *my mind1 forms the sole real
entity and the rest of the universe is a figment of my imagination.
As psychologists we need not care about the ultimate reality of
existence and it would be wise for us to leave this doctrine,
which is called solipsism, to the philospher for disposal. For
our part we need not deny the existance of mind in others.
Judging from analogy it would be quite justifiable to assume
that other individuals and even animals may experience mental
states similar to my own. The nature is the mental state which
an individual is experiencing at any particular time can be
inferred from an observation of his behaviour. The psychologist
is interested not in the behaviour itself but in the mental
state which is supposed to accompany it. In this connection the
special type of behaviour which is called speech is of particular
interset to the psychologist. A normal adult human being can
communicate his mental experiences to other individuals through
the medium of speech. The whole behaviour of the individual
forms an index to his mental state and may be looked upon as
the corresponding physical expression. His introspective report
embodied in speech is only a finer mode of such expression. The
psychologist takes a note of his own mental states and asks other
individuals to do the same under certain specific settings which
constitute the conditions of his observation and experiment and
having collected as many data as he can submits them to statistical
treatment and arrives at certain conclusions regarding the operations
of the mind. He employs special methods to avoid errors of
observation and experiment just like any other scientist and his
deductions have the same validity as those of the physicist for
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instance- Thus in spite of rtie impossibility of direct observation
of other minds psychology can claim for itself the status of science.
It will be noticed that the whole fabric of psychology rests
on the theoretical assumption that other individuals have minds
similar to my own and that it is possible for an individual to
inform others of his mental experience through general behaviour
and particularly through speec h.
Matter and Mind
Having defined the fundamental assumption in psychology
it is desirable that we look a little more closely into the nature of
mental phenomena. Mental manifestations as I have said before
cannot be seen, heard, touched, smelt or tasted. They have no mass
no momentum. In short they may be described as immaterial. Matter
and mind thus differ from each other in their very nature. I might
point out that the 'sweetness' of sugar which is usually believed to
be a physical quality inherent in the sugar, only comes into existence
in the presence of an observer who cares to taste the article,
'Sweetness' therefore is a psychological attribute which corresponds
to a certain definite arrangement of the atoms constituting the sugar
molecule. The chemist can never detect 'sweetness'. When he
tastes sugar he places himsels in the psychological attitude. The
projection of the psychological characteristic of *sweetness' on
physical object sugar makes it *sweet.' Projection results on the
transformation of a psychological trait into a physical one. What
really belongs to the observer's mind as a perception comes to be
interpreted as a physical trait belonging to an outside object. All
adjectives in the language indicate such projection. In the case of
'sweetness' it is comparatively easy to detect the projection mechanism
but in the case of the visual characteristic 'whiteness' the projection
is of much more stable order. It requires a good deal of introspective
ability on the part of the observer to be able to say that the
'whiteness' of sugar which he feels to be an outside physical quality
of the object is really his own inner perception.
Just as the
perception of 'sweetness' on projection makes sugar 'sweet' so the
perception of 'whiteness' when projected makes it 'white.' There
are five different modes of perception corresponding to the five
sense organs. On ultimate analysis all material characteristics like
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colour, sound, mass, weight, etc.. and even space and time are
resolvable into one or more of these five elements. Thus the physical
attributes may be looked ugon as projection phenomena. It is such a
projection that make us feel the presence of external objects in
dreams when none exists. The hallucinations and illusions of the 1
insane are also of this order. Is there then no such thing as physical
object ? Has the physicist no solid ground to stand upon ? Is this
universe with its varied contents merely the projection of a single
individual's mind ? How is it then that different minds experience
the same object in the same way ? Is it because they form part of
a universal mind which conceives this universe ?
Theory of Pan-Psychic Psycho-Physical Parallelism
As effort to answer these questions will take us into the domain
of the philosopher whose business it is to solve the riddle of the
ultimate reality. As empirical scientists we need not carry the war
into the territory of physics and deny the existence of matter. W e
can propose a very simple theory which will satisfactorily explain
the relationship between matter and mind. If we assume a dual
substratum, one physical and the other psychical, for each object
we can steer clear of all philosophical tangles. I am aware of the
fact that philosophers fight shy of the idea of a theoretical substratum
but for the purposes of a scientific hypothesis the assumption of
the substratum is a justifiable measure. The psychical part of this
hypothetical substratum, which by itself is unknowable, provides
the basis on which psychological projections take shape making it
cognizable as an external object. The theoretical constructs,
electrons and protons, of the physicist as so many loci of concentration of energy, may be supposed to form the physical counterpart
of the psychical substratum. The dual nature of the substratum
makes it possible for us to understand how the same object can
affect two such different orders of entities as mind and matter. As
a member of the physical order an object can be affected by physical
energy and by other material objects because of the physical nature
of one of the components of the substratum and owing to the
presence of the psychical counterpart in the substratum the same
object can act as a centre for psychological projections and give
rise to perceptions, The physical substratum of the object affects
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the physical world and the psychological substratum influences the
mental world. The two orders of events, mental and material, are
thus kept independent of each other. TJbis is a special form of
the doctrine of parallelism. It may be called panpsychic psychophysical parallelism, because it invests every physical object with its
psychological counterpart. Such a theory will easily explain the socalled interaction between mind and matter, which is the subject
of everyday observation, without violating the law of conservation
of energy. This theory does not ask us to give up our natural belief
in the inconceivability of the action of matter on immaterial mind
and vice versa. It further enables us to delimit the respective fields
of physics and physiology on the one hand and psychology on the
other. It makes it clear to us that the physical object is not identical
with its perception, e.g.. that physical 'light' is not the same thing
as the perception of light, that 'sound' which is nothing but vibrations
to the physicist is entirely different from the 'sensation of sound'
which is the subject-matter of the psychologist, that 'cold' and
'blackness1 which are merely nagative attributes in physics are
positive qualities in psychology, that sensations which are referred
to the brain by the physiologists have entirely a different localisation
in psychology for which there is no such thing as brain unless it is
seen in a dissection ; that for psychologist the brain never feels
and is not the seat of mental processes and so on. Much of the
confusion that results from the use of the same term with different
connotations in physics and psychology will disappear if we keep in
view the theory of pan-psychic psycho-physical parallelism. The
theory helps us to set up a barrier between the physical and mental
sciences and prevents mutual encroachment on each other's territory.
Psycho-physical parallelism thus forms the second important
landmark in theory formulation in psychology. Immense strides have
been made in the domain of psychology under the impetus of the
parallelistic theory which has led to the postulation of the
unconscious mind as I shall presently show. All parallelists are not
pan-psychists but if we are to explain the genesis of perception and
the action of such drugs as alcohol on the mind and at the same
time if we want to keep away from solipcism I believe there is no
way out of pan-psychic psycho-physical parallelism of the type I have
formulated here.
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The scientific mind belives in the doctrine of causation which
implies that nothing can happen without a cause. It also believes in
the principle of conservation of energy according to which the total
amount of physical energy in the universe is constant. Energy may
change its form but the quantity is unaffected. The tendency of the
present-day physics is to replace the conception of matter by one of
energy. Matter is known only by the energy it possesses. The
electrons and protons which constitute matter provide centres of
energy concentration. In postulating the law of conservation the
physicist assumes the continuity of the existence of energy. The
principles of causation and continuity are held to be universally true
not because they can be proved but because we cannot think them to
be otherwise. They are like categorical imperatives of the philosopher.
The psychologist who claims to be a scientist cannot deny these
categories without destroying the entire fabric of his science. He
is therefore compelled to take up the position of a determinst in
dealing with psychological phenomena of all types, even if this means
a sacrifice of the dogma of free will. He has to explain mental
changes on the basis of previous states and as a parallelist he believes
that such previous states can only be mental. A mental phenomenon
is only to be explained on the basis of a psychical causation.
Physiological theories of brain changes will be entirely out of place
to explain mental maniftstations like dream, forgetting, memory,
emotion, will, etc.
Concept of Mental Energy
Just at the physicist has to assume the existence of some form
of physical energy to explain changes of state and of position of
matter so a psychologist has to conceive mental energy to explain
mental changes. Energy being a theoretical concept is never directly
observable ; its existence can only be inferred by the change it
produces either in the physical or in the mental sphere. The 'light
energy' is not the same as the physical object 'light1 or its perception.
With the introduction of the dynamical conception into psychology
attention of workers was directed towards the study of mental
phenomena, not as static events taken out of the context of mental
life, but as active living processes. This led to a quickening of the
moribund academic psychology. Formerely mind and consciousness
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were supposed to be co-extensive and it was held that there could
not be anything mental without the characteristics of consciousness in
it. According to this view it would be a contradiction in terms to
speak of an unconscious mind ; when the consciousness is lost during
deep sleep or during chloroform narcosis mind ceases to exist. On
regaining consciousness the mind is born anew. There is however
no interruption in the feeling of continuity of the self or the
personality and the new born mind can easily pick up the thread of
past experience. This is sought to be explained on the supposition
that the memory of past events is stored up as impressions in the
brain cells which provide the basis for continuity during the
unconscious phase, and out of this impression the psychological
memory arises on regaining consciousness. This theory is unacceptable
to the psychologist who believes in parallelism, as it implies that
mind can arise out of matter which constitutes the brain cells. The
parallelist therefore leaves this view aside and believes that the
mind existed all the time during sleep and wakefulness and it was
only the consciousness that was wanting. Mind and consciousness
are not co-extensive and there is nothing to prevent us from believing
in the existence of unconscious mental states which maintain the
continuity of personality during lapses of consicousness. There is
no break in the mental line at any period. Unconscious mind as a
theoretical concept does not involve any self-contradiction. In fact
it is a logical corollary to the theory of pan-psychic psychophysical
determinism and is indispensable as an explanation of memory and
of certain mental processes that emerge into consciousness without
rhyme or reason defying the general trend of the conscious
personality.
The Unconscious
The theory of the dynamic unconscious mind came into
prominence in psychology as a result of the investigations of Freud.
He developed the idea, not as a corollary to the theory of psychophysical parallelism but to meet the requirements of psycho-pathology.
Before Freud there had been many who believed in the doctrine of
the unconscious mind and even in its dynamic nature but the whole
credit of bringing this hypothesis to the position of a scientific theory
that would explain complicated mental mechanisms in a satisfactory
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manner belongs undoubtedly to Freud and to Freud alone. Freud's
views have been hotly contested by many but there is no doubt that
the theory of the unconscious as propounded by him plays the most
dominant role in psychology at the present time. One may not agree
with Freud in all his views regarding the contents of the unconscious
but the main feature of the theory itself remains unassailable. Freud
did not begin his work with any preconceived notion of the nature
of the human mind. He was an empirical worker in the domain of
nervous and mental diseases and was primarily interested in finding
out the nature of these disorders which are so baffling to the medical
man. His efforts were mainly directed to the cure of his patients.
The theory of the unconscious gradually grew out of the attempt to
explain the facts that he collected. As the theory was not a readymade one based on logical considerations it had to be modified several
times as new facts began to accumulate. Although the theory was
primarily intended to explain facts of abnormal mental life it was
soon found that som* normal mental processes also could be more
satisfactorily explained on this line. This is how Freud's theory of
the unconscious came to invade the territory of academic psychology.
Freud's conceptions having developed independently of the influence
of the academicians were necessarily unfamiliar to the average student
of psychology, even his facts were but imperfectly grasped by the
recognised teacheis of psychology. No wonder then that for a long
time the text-books never mentioned anything of Freud and his
works. Even at the present time points of contact between
Freudian psychology have not been fully established. But I am
glad to say that my colleagues in the Department of Psychology,
University of Calcutta, have been making earnest efforts in this
direction.
As the new theory that I intend to discuss in this paper has
developed out of work along Freudian lines among my mental patients,
I shall first of all give here a very brief survey of the evolution of
Freudian thought and the new conceptions that have been formulated
to explain certain facts of mental life. This will serve the purpose
of an introduction to my theory and will enable the critic to examine
the foundation on which it rests. Within the narrow compass of
this paper, however, it will not be possible to follow the inductive
presentation of the theory in all its details ; so occasionally I shall
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reverse the process and adopt the deductive procedure in delineating
the implications of my theory.
Psych o-Analysis
About the year 1880 there was an eminent physician practising
in Vienna named Joseph Breuer, and Sigmund Freud who was then
a young man, was his assistant. Breuer had a young female patient
who was a confirmed neurotic. The patient had been treated by
most of the eminent physicians of Europe, but all to no effect. She
told Breuer one day that if she could tell him all her troubles he
might do something for her. Breuer, who was a very sympathetic
physician, agreed to her proposal and the patient began to unburden
herself. Breuer had no time to hear her story at one sitting, so he
arranged to spend an hour daily with his patient. The patient's
accounts proved to be sometimes very embarassing as she gave many
details of her private and family life, details which were entirely
beyond the province of a medical man. Curiously enough, as the
patient went on with her story her symptoms began to improve, till
finally she was completely cured. Breuer communicated this
wonderful cure to his colleague and asked him to take up similar
cases and treat them on identical lines. This experiment proved
highly successful and soon several cures were reported by Freud.
On analysing the mechanism of these cures, Freud noticed that the
patients suffered from a short of pent-up emotion connected with
certain incidents in their past life and when these pent-up emotions
were discharged in recounting the past history, a relief for the
symptoms was obtained. The pent-up emotion remained as a thorn
inside the system and produced painful symptoms and when this was
removed, the symptoms disappeared. It was sometimes found that the
patient failed to bring up childhood memories in the ordinary waking
state. Freud tried hypnotism to bring up such past experience and
when these experiences were revived with their appropriate emotions,
the patients got cured. This method of treatment is exactly similar in
principle to the method of curing griping by means of a purge.
Hence, this treatment was called cathartic treatment. It was soon
found, however, that there was a certain number of patients who
could not be hypnotized and Freud had to device another method to
bring out the forgotten impressions. This method has been called
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the Free Association Method, The patient is asked to lie in a
comfortable position with closed eyes. The room is kept in a
semi-darkened condition and the patient is asked to relax all his
critical faculty and to speak out everything that came up in the mind
without considering whether such material was relevant or irrelevant,
good or bad, logical or absurd, decent or indecent. Under these
conditions it is found that the apparently unconnected thoughts
produced by the patient are really connected together by a hidden
and thoroughly relevant chain of associations which gives an
indication of an aspect of the patient's mind which is not present in
consciousness. Proceeding on these lines it was possible for Frued
to unearth memories and experiences that had long remained beyond
the range of consciousness. The evolution of the Free Association
Method marks the beginning of Psycho-analysis, and made it possible
for Freud to treat a larger number of patients than before. Later on
it was found that evidence of such unconscious streams of thought
could also be obtained from an analysis of dreams, slips of the
tongue, peculiar mannerisms, and modes of expression of the patient
and his other characteristics.
When he first began this work, Freud had no idea of the sort
of material he would come across by digging into the unconscious.
He was, therefore, quite surprised when he found that in all the
cases that he had analysed, the hidden unconscious mental processes
were of a sexual nature. It was then formulated that a repression
of these sexual cravings led to the production of certain types of
mental disease. This formulation necessitated a change in our
current conceptions about sexuality. It was invariably found that
the sexual incident, unearthed by the Free Association Method and
by interpretation of dreams belonged to the nature of sexual
traumas or mental injuries occurring in the early childhood period
usually before the fifth year of life ; the child, therefore, was not so
innocent an individual as was usually supposed. Direct observations
on many children confirmed the presence of sexuality in early
childhood. Of course the connotation of the term 'sexual' was
necessarily widened to include infantile sexuality where the aims and
manifestations were different from those of the adult sexual life.
It was supposed by Freud that as a result of social and environmental conditions aided by certain organic developmental factors
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these early infantile sexual cravings got pushed back, or repressed as
it was technically called, into the unconscious sphere of the mind.
These cravings, however, did not die out but after a period of latency
broke out years later in modified form as neurotic symptoms.
Freud's supposition, however, received a rude shock when he
found that in some of his patients the alleged infantile trauma
was really a figment of the imagination on the part of the patient
as could be definitely proved by careful enquiry into the past life
from relations and others. But the curious part of the whole thing
was that it really did not matter so far as the cure was concerned
whether the sexual trauma was a real or an imaginary one. Freud,
therefore, thought that an actual sexual injury in early childhood
was not really necessary for the production of disease and the
trauma when it was real acted by merely stimulating certain sexual
desires. The theory of repression, therefore, postulates that some
sort of sexual craving when pushed back into the unconscious
region of the mind is responsible for the production of neurotic
disorders and that when its connection with the normal mind is
established the conscious forces at the disposal of the personality
set it in order and cure takes place.
It was sometimes found that the patients suffering from neurotic
troubles got cured by taking to some sort of hobby or some social
work or a useful 'actvity. Very often there would be a relapse
and the patient's intrest in his work would cease and again when
the cure came the interest revived. It would seem as if the energy of
the disease had been shunted to some social channel. Actual analysis
of such cases showed that the real driving force which made the
patient take up this sort of social activity was derived from the same
source as the disease symptoms so that there was, what is called,
a sublimation or turning into useful social channel, of the repressed
material. For instance, a patient who had repressed his sadistic
tendency, that is the sexual tendency associated with the cruelty,
might by sublimation become a great general or a brilliant surgeon,
Analysis of hobbies of perfectly normal persons had also shown similar
unconscious motivation.
As psycho-analysis advanced it was noticed that the patients
symptoms sometimes bore wounderful similarity to certain religious
rites and behaviour of primitive people. Psycho-analysis, therefore,
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tried to interpret these religious observances and primitive rites on
the basis of repression. The field of psycho-analysis was thus
gradually widened to include diverse subjects — religion, social
custom, folklores, myths, modes and fashions, criminology, sociology,
and anthropology; in fact almost every department of human
interest.
Sexual Material in the Unconscious
These early discoveries of Freud naturally led to certain
theoretical deductions and formulations. Facts of mental life which
had been only imperfectly understood before received rational
interpretations ; new facts which had eluded observasion of previous
workers began to accumulate and something like order and coherence
emerged where formerly there was chaos. The harvest was indeed
exceedingly rich and varied. After Freud had shown the way to the
unconscious numerous workers followed in his footsteps and confirmed
his findings. Even at the present time the exploration of the
unconscious is going on apace and an immence amount of material
has been collected and arranged on a scientific basis. It will not be
possible here to point out all the facts and formulations of
psycho-analysis. I shall mention only those that are relevent to
my thesis.
I have already said that the contents of the unconscious mind
as revealed by psycho-analysis proved to be mainly of a sexual nature.
As the unconscious can never be directly observed psycho-analytic
interpretations must always be of the nature of theories. In speaking
of an unconscious sexual content one should always remember
that such a postularion can never aspire to the same type of
validity as an observed fact. Its trust-worthiness is ultimately a
question of probability. The average scientific man can scarcely
adopt an unbiased attitude where a psycho-analytical interpretation is
concerned. The factors that are responsible for forcing a mental
content into the unconscious level of the mind are operative alike
in the case of the subject and the observer, making it very difficult
for both to appreciate the correctness of the interpretation when it
is forthcoming. An unreasonable bias stands in the way of its
acceptance. This is the reason why psycho-analytical theories have
met with so much opposition even from men of science. An
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impartial critical attitude of the mind free from all bias is essential in
appraising psycho-analytical findings. The critic must be freed from
his unconscious resistance by psycho-analysis before he can exercise
his critical faculty effectively. The assertion that the contents of
the unconscious mind are mainly sexual in nature should therefore
be judged solely on the basis of the canons laid down before and
not on that of any pre-conceived notion. Judging from this standard
earnest psycho-analytical workers will have no hesitation in
acknowledging the soundness of Freud's conclusion. When the
resistance that maintains the repression in the subject is removed
these hitherto unconscious sexual elements appear in the conscious
mind proving the correctness of the interpretation. Directly they
became conscious they cease to interest the psycho-analyst. They
are then considered as other ordinary conscious trends of mental life.
Psycho-analysis has established the fact that so long as a mental
content remains unconscious it tries to act in an autonomous way
without reference to the conscious attitude of the personality and
forms a patent source of pathogenic mental disturbance owing to
the conflict it sets up with the rest of the ego. Once it is brought
to the conscious level it yields to the forces of reason and loses its
morbific character.
The unconscious sexual contents are mainly derived from
infantile traits which were at one time conscious. The forces of
repression begin to work early in childhood with the result that these
early sexual trends disappear from consciousness, They are not
really rendered inert but continue to exert their influence from this
hidden location. Childhood sexuality thus provides the key for a
proper appreciation of the unconscious.
Childhood Sexuality
It has been dimly realised by lay people as well as by
psychologists that childhood impressions leave lasting effects. The
child is veritably father to the man. Freud was the first to point out
that many of our so-called hereditary defects are really the products
of childhood influences and he was the first to show that with proper
treatment such defects are remediable even in adult life. Important
and active processes may go on in the mind without our knowing
anything about them. The strong unconscious motives that sway
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the human mind are likely to elude the vigilance of the lay person
and even of the psychologist who marely deals with the conscious
mental level. Tha unconscious motives when they are brought to
the surface excite our loathing and disgust and sometimes anger
and horror. They appear so very unnatural that our first impulse
is to deny their very existence. Psycho-analysis has shown that even
in the most cultured person wicked anti-social tendencies and
disgusting and shameful animal propensities exist in the unconscious
region of the mind. Man's civilisation and culture are merely the
superficial veneer and the primitive savage that lurks within
him may break loose at any moment from the flimsy restraint as he
saunters through life.
There is a continuous tussle going on in the human mind to keep
these undesirable cravings in check- The conscious mind however
has to fight its unknown enemy at a disadvantage ; it seldom knows
that it is fighting at all. It is only in the case of psycho-neurotics and
similarly diseased persons that the fight becomes obvious. Usually
the conscious mind is influenced, without being aware of the fact, by
the unconscious forces and takes up a pose which is either a defence
or a compromise and deludes itself into the belief that the pose is
a voluntary one or is an expression of its own nature. The character
traits that distinguish the miser from the extravagant person, the
coward from the valient, the selfish man from the philanthropist,
the atheist from the religiously minded person are all formed in
this way. In fact what a man is, is the result of interaction between
the conscious and the unconscious mental forces.
A new born child has very likely no conception of its own self;
there is no evidence to show that it can distinguish itself from iti
surroundings; it can certainly feel sensations and can execute such
acts as sucking but these sensations and actions are not correlated
to the self. Of course the potentialities for the development of a
coherent ego differentiating itself from its surroundings are all there.
As the child grows older it begins to take interest more in its
sensations and there is a tendency to gain pleasure for pleasure's
sake. This has been called the auto-erotic phase of child life. The
next phase of development is ushered in by the child's becoming
interested in its own body and there is a rudimentary ego-felling.
While the experiences of the auto-erotic phase may be represented
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by such expressions as 'it is pleasent' or 'it is unpleasant' the next
phase is represented by "I feel pain in the leg," etc. The child
has now a conception of its own body and begins to have a love
for it. This phase has been called the narcissistic phase on the
analogy of the Greek story where Narcissus fell in love with his
own image. Interest in outside world is the last to develop. This
has been called the allo-erotic or the object-love phase. The
allo-erotic phase of development has an extra-ordinary influence on
the life of the person. During the early stages of life the child
is mainly guided by the desire to gain pleasure irrespective of its
effect on its well-being. At the first onset of the allo-erotic phase
there is an increasing appreciation of the outside world and the
child begins to learn from its experience. Reality comes to be
the guiding force of life instead of the primitive pleasure principle.
In some cases of retarded mental development there is a defective
operation of the reality principle and the subject leads a life more
or less detached from the actual world. There is a tendency to
day-dreaming and loss of interest in external objects. The ego
is fully developed only when the reality principle is firmly established :
At first there is no idea of difference between animate and
inanimate object. Everything is looked upon on the model of the
child's own self. The child imputes personalities similar to its
own both to living and to non-living things. The child does not
understand any difference between the sexes at this period and
psycho-analysis has shown that when sex knowledge begins to
drawn upon the child's mind, both the parents are supposed by
the child to have the same sex as its own. One of the most
important findings of psycho-analysis, one which has aroused the
greatest amount of incredulity amongst uniformed people, is the
presence of sexuality in the young child. It is popularly beleived
that sex cravings and sex knowledge come with puberty. The
young child is supposed to be absolutely innocent of sex matters.
The facts are however quite different. Sexual instinct is not thing
that comes suddenly into the life of the individual. The instinct is
present from the moment of birth and grows continuously till at
puberty it attains its normal development. There is no sudden
irruption of sex in the individual. It is true the manifestations
pf child sexuality are somewhat different from those of the adult.
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Many psychologists believe that thumb-sucking so common in
children is a modified sex expression. There are severel parts
of the child's body such as the lips, the nates, the excretory openings
and the genitalia, which have peculiar sensitiveness. Undue
stimulation of any of these regions of the body may lead to the
development of a feeling in the child akin to the adult sexual feeling.
It must not be supposed that gross sexual manifestations are
altogether absent in the child. Anybody who has no preconceived
bias of child's innocence is certain to come across them if he is
at all careful in observing the child's behaviour. Psycho-analysis
has shown that early in child life the love relationships of the
child are tinged with these sexual feelings. The love of the parents,
for the brothers and sisters have all a sexual factor in them. It
is only when the child grews older and cultural inhibitions begin
to operate that the sexual factor is pushed into the unconscious
level and the parental and faternal love lose their sexual colouring
in conciousness.
The sexual life of the child follows the stages of auto-erotic,
narcissistic and allo-erotic development. In the auto-erotic stage
the child's sexuality is confined to its own bodily sensations. In the
narcissistic stage sexual feelings are evoked with reference to the
different parts of the child's body. The child looks upon its own
body as its love object The first phase of allo-erotic development is
of the homo-sexual type. The child loves another person whom it
considers to be of the same sex as itself. With the appearance of
the next phase of sexuality normal hetero-sexual love develops, i. e.
the child begins to love a person of the opposite sex. Why a man
should love a woman and a woman a man are questions that might
appear silly. It is supposed to be the natural order of things. But
psycho-analysis has shown how very complicated the whole problem
is. Hetero-sexual love of the adult type, that is love for a person
of the opposite sex, is the culmination of a series of events depending
on the smooth working of the psycho-sexual mechanism. Development
may be retarded at one phase or other resulting in the production
of sexual perversion and incapacity for normal love.
Psycho-analysis has further shown that a large number of
nervous disorders owe their origin to an arrest of proper development
of childhood sexuality. Fixation of love in the auto-erotic phase
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leads to a diseased outlook on life where all pleasures are shunned.
Disoders of the narcissistic phase have been found to be the cause
of certain types of uncontrollable fear particularly the fear of death.
Disturbance in the homo-sexual phase is one of the causes of
hysteria, and so on.
The hetero-sexual phase of love may not like its predecessors
run a smooth course. The earliest hetero-sexual love of the
child is directed towards its parent of the opposite sex. Fixation
at this stage incapacitates the individual forming love-bonds outside
family circle. Self-depreciation, undue shyness and a vague sense
of guilt are characteristics of this phase. Childhood sexuality
thus holds the key to the future mental development of the individual.
Freud has described the child as polymorpho-perverse which
means that in the child there are latent possibilities of all sorts of
perverse sexual development. It is the environment which determines
in a great measure whether the child's psycho-sexual life is to
have a normal growth or not. Once the mischief is done the
results may be far-reaching influencing the adult life.
The sex should play such an important role in the life of the
individual is not to be wondered at. It is round the hub of sex,
using the word in its widest sense, that our activities mainly revolve.
An individual's mental peace and happiness centre round his home ;
and the bond that holds the elements of home life together is
the conjugal bond. The strength of the conjugal bond, needless
to say, is mainly supplied from the sex-life. It is not only the
parents who are held together by the sexual tie but the child
also finds its support and sustenance from the unconscious sexual
bonds that hold him close to the different members of the family.
As the sexual ties in the grown-up child have been mostly rendered
unconscious any disturbance affecting them is likely to escape notice.
The Libido Theory
To explain the facts of child about sexuality, both normal
and abnormal Freud formulated his famous Libido Theory. The
sexual instinct has been supposed to consist of partial impulses
which concern themselves, not necessarily with the genital sphere,
but with different parts of the body e. g.t the lips, the mouth
the breasts, the nates, the anus, etc. In certain types of perversions
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one or more of these erotogenic zones as they have been called
receive pominence and may even entirely replace the genitalia as
organs of sexual satisfaction. The primacy of the genital region
over the other erotogenous zones is only established in the normal
indiviual after along series of complicated adjustments. The sexual
instinct further shows a tripartite make-up. It is resolvable into three
components viz, the sexual feeling which determines the pleasure
in a sexual act, the sexual aim which guides the nature of the
act, and the sexual object which forms the source of sexual
stimulation and towards which the sexual aim is directed. These
three components are independently variable, so that each may
undergo transformation without reference to the other. The sexual
energy which provides the motive force for the instinct has been
called the libido. It is comparable to a stream which activates
the beds through which it flows. In the early stage of development
the libido flows through the auto-erotic channel and subsequently
as development proceds new beds are formed and the libido
turns towards narcissism, homo-sexuality and finally heterosexuality
which is the culmination of normal sex development. After the
formation of the final channel the earlier beds tend to dry up. If the
libido meets with an obstruction in the course of its development
it regresses and revives the old channels resulting in the production
of abnormal sexual cravings. Psycho-analysis has revealed the bisexual trend in human nature and has shown that the child carries
within itself the potentialities of all the different forms of sexual
perversion, and that mental disease has its roots in these psychosexual trends of child life.
0
Manifestations of the unconscious
The tendencies that are
usually
unearthed
during
psycho-analysis may be generally classified under certain groups,
viz, trends belonging to the bi-sexual nature, e.g., the desire to
possess the sexual characteristics of the opposite sex, desire
in a male to bear a child, homo-sexual wishes both active and
passive, incest desires, narcissistic and autoerotic wishes,
manifestations of the oral and anal lidibo, sadism, masochism,
observationism, desire for intra-uterine life, aggressive hatred
towards parents mainly from sexual motives, fear of castration,
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fear of birth, unconscious sense of guilt associated with sex life
and a punishing conscience, death wish directed towards self
or others, etc. The unconscious tendencies enumerated here
aim at ful61ment in diverse indirect ways, e.g., phantasies, dreams,
symbolic activities,
identification,
projection,
introjection,
displacement, transference, slips of the tongue and pen, accidents,
character traits, sublimated activities, physical and mental psychoneurotic symptoms, crime, violent outbursts of temper, escapades,
irrational behaviour, likes and dislikes, etc. According to Freud
cultural inhibitions, moral and social, aided by certain constitutional
factors and the fact that most of these tendencies can never find
direct satisfaction in actual life are responsible for pushing them
into the unconscious region of the mind. The child, as it grows
up, develops shame, disgust, horror and other allied feelings which
serve to keep in check the socially undesirable mental trends
and prevent them from coming into consciousness. The unconscious
thus forms the great lumber room for all those tendencies that are
considered bad in human relationship.
Mental Mechanisms
I have given here a very brief account of the facts and inferences on which the foundation of psycho-analysis rests. The Freudian
assumptions which underlie the explanations of the workings of the
unconscious mind demand a critical examination. Some of these
assumptions are of a general nature such as the doctrine of the
pleasure principle which is supposed to guide the driving force of
the unconscious mental trendy forming constellations known as
complexes. Other assumptions are of a more specific type, such as
the mechanism of projection. These generally attempt to indicate
the manner in which an unconscious element tries to become
conscious and vice versa. I shall take up the more important of
these latter assumptions first, and then point out how the general
principles have been arrived at.
From what has been said before it would appear that different
types of mental processes such as ideas, wishes, fellings, emotions,
judgement, memory of past events, images, etc., go to form the
contents of the unconscious mind. Freud says, "We have been
obliged to assume, that very powerful mental processes or ideas
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exist which can produce in the mind all the efforts that ordinary
ideas do, including effects that can in their turn become conscious
as ideas, without themselves becoming conscious."1 Freud has
distinguished between the types of unconscious processes—that
which is latent but capable of being conscious, and that which is
repressed and not capable of being conscious in the ordinary way.
The first is only unconscious in the descriptive sen.ce and has been
called the preconscious; the term unconscious has been reserved
for the dynamically unconscious or repressed material.
In positing the unconscious Freud does not bind himself down
to any particular view of the relationship between mind and body.
To him it does not really matter whether the unconscious is a
physiological or a psychological entity. According to him a discussion
on this point would lead to 'nothing more profitable than a war of
words.' It is more convenient to describe the unconscious in
terms of the mind than in terms of the body as in adopting
the latter course 'endless difficulties in exposition will follow.'
Freud further says "such (repressed) ideas cannot become
conscious because a certain force is opposed to them, that
otherwise they could become conscious, and that then one
would see how little they differ from other elements which are
admittedly mental." 2
No serious effort has been made to correlate the unconscious
mental processes unearthed by psycho-analysis with the conscious
mental elements of the academic psychologist. It is true that Freud
has remarked that these unconscious processes differ very little
from similar conscious ones except in regard to the quality of
awareness, but the psycho-analytical standpoint with reference to
feelings, emotions, wishes, etc., still remains to be defined. From a
cursory reading of the psycho-analytical literature in would appear
that feelings emotions and wishes have all been credited with the
power of controlling the behaviour or motor activity of the individual.
Sometimes it is the pleasure that is seen to guide the motor activities;
sometimes it is pain, sometimes it is the unconscious hatred or love,
sometimes it is a perception or an idea, and on other occasions it
is a specific wish. It must be admitted that academic psychologists
1. The Ego and the. Id, 11.

2. Ibid. pp. 11-13.
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also differ in their ideas about the mental elements that provide the
motive force for action. Larer on I shall take up this problem again
and shall indicate my views on this point.

Affect and Cathexis
In the early cases treated by the cathartic method it was found
that a pent-up emotion in the unconscious could produce various
symptoms. A mere revival of the memory of the incident would not
produce a cure. The emotion attached to it had to be lived over
again or abreacted, as was techniclly called, before the disappearance
of the symptoms. It was sometimes found that the significant
incident was never forgotten but only the emotional part of it was
banished from consciousness. Sometimes the detached emotion was
found to be misjoined, as it were, to another unimportant giving the
latter a colouring out of all proportion to its real significance. The
essential constituent of the emotion with feeling as its central nucleus
has been called the affect. Psycho-analysis discovered that this
affect could be detached from the original incident and displaced
to another. Later fiindings necessiated a widening of the concept
of affect. On the analogy of an electrical charge it was assumed
that the affect might invest an idea or an object with interest, feeling,
significance and energy and this charge might shift from one mental
entity to another. This charge has received the name of cathexis.
It is the cathexis that makes a love object significant. The introduction of the theory of cathexis has enabled the psycho-analyst to
explain many facts of psycho-pathology and normal love in a
satisfactory manner.
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correctness of the interpretation even when it is obvious. As the
subject is often unable to remove the resistance by conscious efforts
it is assumed that a part of it at least originates from unconscious
sources. The ego which is supposed to exercise the censoring
influence on all unconscious dynamic mental contents is thus built up
of two parts one of which is conscious and the other unconscious,
I shall revert to this problem again in discussing the evolution of the
ego. The repressed wish may elude the opposing force of the censor,
and may come out in consciousness in a disguised form. The nature
of the disguise will be better appreciated if we consider the wish
from the three aspects of subject, object and act. One may have,
for instance, a dream or a phantasy that a girl is being assaulted by
a hooligan. On analysis it is found that the subject has identified
himself with the girl and that the assault is really a representation
of the sexual act and that the hooligan stands for the image of the
father. Such an interpretation of a dream or an obsessional idea
can only be accepted as true if it satisfies the canons I have laid
down before. Any one familiar with psycho-analysis can easily
convince himself of the reliability of interpretations of this type. It
will be seen that the subject has assumed a disguise by identification
and that he is represented as a female who, in submitting to the
assault, plays the most prominent part in the dream. The unconscious
wish to be a woman seeking sexual satisfaction from the father
is aiming at a sort of imaginary fulfilment in the dream. The
hooligan in the dream who represents the sexual object, stands
for the father. The hooligan therefore is a father symbol as it
technically called.

Unconscious Wish and Repression

Symbolism, Displacement, Condensation, Compromise

Just as a pent-up unconsious emotion aims at discharge through
motor activities and conscious manifestations so it was found that
certain unconscious wishes mainly connected with the sexual sphere
attempt fulfilment in diverse ways. This mechanism is particularly
noticeable in dreams and psycho-neurotic symptoms. It is assumed
that the unconscious wish is subjected to certain forces which prevent
its emergance into the conscious plane. This repressing force is
manifested during analysis as resistance on the part of the subject
to the progress of the analytical work and to the acceptance of the

Symbols are extremely common in dreams. As the significance
of symbols remain unrealised they are utilized by the unconscious
in weaving phantasies that would elude the censor. The assault
in the dream is a symbolic act whose true significance can
only be appreciated by analysis. A dream, although highly
significant to the subject, may come into consciousness without
any feeling tone attached to it. In some dreams the affect
is displaced to some indifferent idea. Several objects in a
dream may stand for the different attributes of one significant
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object and conversely a single dream image may represent in
a condensed form many different images. AH these mechanisms
serve to hide the real meaning of the underlying unconscious
wishes which seek fulfilment in dreams or psycho-neurotic
symptoms. An unconscious wish sometimes effects a compromise
with the repressing force and in expressing itself in consciousness
shows the characteristics of both. This is a very common
mechanism for the production of hysterical symptoms. The
dynamic nature of unconscious wishes becomes apparent during
interpretation of dreams and neurotic symptoms. Such uncoscious
wishes partake of the nature of physical forces. They can
came into conflict with one another and effect a compromise,
they may change their forms, undergo summation and condensation
and the investing charge or cathexis might shift from one point
of attachment to another. The unconscious cathexis is responsible
for investing in different concious ideas or occurrences with an
importance which does not really belong to them, and this is
how insignificant or imaginary sexual incidents in childood become
pathogenic.
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Identification
The phenomenon of identification requires elaboration as it I
forms one of the fundamental mechanisms of mental life. In
psycho-analytical literature the term has been rather loosely
employed. Strictly speaking the term should be reserved for that
mental process only in which a subject places himself more or less
unconsciously in the position of another person and copies some
aspect of the latter's behaviour. There are two aspects of identification discernible in analysis. When one places oneself in another
man's position there is an identity of feeling or empathy, When
one imitates another's behaviour there is identity of action. Empathy
is more or less passive whereas action identity is an active process.
In identification some characteristic of the object is introjected
or taken inside the subject's ego, as it were, and is fused with it.
When a reader enjoys the adventures of the hero or the heroine in
a novel he identifies himself with the character. The process by
which a object utilizes an object or an idea as a substitute for
another as in symbolism has also been described as identification by
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such an eminent writer as Jones. In the example of the dream
mentioned before, the hooligan has replaced the father image by
the process of identification. Then again the process by which a
subject unconsciously ascribes one of his own mental traits to
another person has also been called identification by certain writers.
This process should more appropriately receive the name of projection. It will be noticed that in the last two types of identification
viz, symbolism and projection, the object, instead of the ego of
the subject, is the centre of interest. That is why I should object
to the use of the term identification to denote these processes. In
his book on Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego, Freud
describes the 'so-called indentifications as insufficiently known
processes and hard to describe'. He says, 'Identification is the
earliest expression of an emotional tie with another person'. It
moulds the ego after an ideal. 'Identification is ambivalent from
the very first ; it can turn into an expression of tenderness as easily
as into a wish for someone's removal. It behaves like a derivative
of the first oral phase of the organisation of the lbido in which
the object that we long for and prize is assimilated by eating and
is in that way annihilated as such. The cannibal, as we know has
remained at this standpoint ; he has a devouring affection for his
enemies and only devours people of whom he is fond.' According
to Freud the unconscious hostile feeling of the child towards the
father which is so often unearthed during psycho-analysis is traceable
to this mechanism (P. 61). The difference between object choice
in love and identification may be described as the difference between
'like to have' and 'like to be'. The object choice or Mike to have'
may regress, to identification or 'like to be' under the stress, of
repression. A classical example of this is to be found in the
Vaishnav literature. Krishna's consort Radha believes herself to be
Krishna himself when she finds it impossible to get him. I have
described here the generally accepted psycho-analytic view of
identification. When I come to discuss my theory I propose to
give a somewhat different explanation of the phenomenon of
identification, its ambivalence and the regression of object choice
described by Freud.
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Projection
The mental mechanism known as projection should next claim
our attention. We have already seen that projection provides us
with the key to the relationship between mind and matter. In
terms of the theory of dual constitution of matter we might suppose
that the psychological substratum of what we call an external object
influences the mind through the sense organs and leads to the
development of a mental state which is experienced as perception.
This perception is projected or carried outwards and is superimposed
on the psychological substratum of the object making it appear in
consciousness as something independent of and external to the ego.
The object then takes on the characteristics of physical matter. To
understand how one physical object can come into relationship with
other physical objects we have to assume a physical substratum as
well for such objects. The mental and the material worlds are
thus kept independent of each other and yet at the same time the
genesis of illusions and hallucinations is easily explained.
The term projection is used in psycho-analysis in a more
restricted sense. It is generally meant to denote the attribution of
one's own unconscious desires and motives to another person. This
mechanism is most in evidence in that form of insanity called
paranoia. In this disease the patient harbours hostile feelings
towards other individuals in his unconscious mind. This leads to a
delusion of persecution by others. The projection phenomenon of
the psycho-analyst is only a special form of the wider general
mechanism mentioned before. In his theory of regression Freud
has requisitioned this mechanism to explain hallucinatory perceptions
in dreams and psychosis. He conceives the mental apparatus as
having two extremities—sensorial and motor. Every mental process
tends to set up a movement from one extremity of the apparatus to
the other. An external stimulus leads to perception at the sensorial
end. The process then continues to move forward and leaves a
more or less permanent impression in the shape of 'memory trace*.
The perception itself is transient. As the disturbance or excitation
moves further it forms associations of gradually increasing complexity
with other processes and memory traces and finally tends to manifest
itself in a motor discharge. The mental process is recalled not in
its primary perceptual form but as a memory trace under ordinary
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conditions of normal life. The energy which invests each mental
process corresponds with the affect. An accumulation of this energy
is felt as pain or discomfort. The discharge is accompanied by
pleasure or relief. The mode of relief differs in infants and adults,
in psychotics and normal persons and also during sleep and waking
states. The infant learns to associate certain perceptions with t i e
relief of certain tensions, e.g. the perception of food with the
mitigation of hunger. The recurrence of hunger tends to reproduce
the perception which gave satisfaction before. As the infant is
incapable of modifying the environment to produce the requisite
perception externally it tries to evoke it internally. The memory
trace regresses, and revives the perception giving a temporary
imaginary satisfaction to the need. The same happens in dreams
and psychoses where the internally determined perceptions are
projected outside and appear as hallucinations.
Projection like identification appears to be a fundamental
mechanism of mental life. The relationship between the two
processes has not been thoroughly worked out yet although there is
some sort of realization of the fact that the two, on ultimate analysis
may turn out to be identical. Jones writes 'the thought forces
itself on one that the paranoiac mechanism of projection, just
as is certainly the case with its opposite of introjection, may be
regarded as only a special form of identification'.3 I shall try to
indicate the nature of the two mechanisms later on.
Introjection
Introjection is the reverse of projection. This term was
introduced into psycho-analysis by Ferenczi. It is used to denote
the process by which ideas of external objects or characteristics of
other individuals are incorporated with the ego. Freud describes
introjection as secondary to identification. When a love object is
renounced or lost it is sometimes introjected inside the ego by the
mechanism of identification as in the case of Radha. The difference
between identification and introjection has not been clearly indicated
by psycho-analysts. It would appear that in identification the
subject's ego fuses with the incorporated object and behaves as a
3. Jones—Papers on Psycho-analysis, Third Edition, p, 543
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unitary whole whereas in introjection the material remains more or
less distinct from the primary ego. This distinction is well brought
out in the conflict between the ego and the super-ego of Freud
which is the inner incorporated representative of outside authority.
Sympathy, empathy and other similar processes are all derivatives
of identification.

The ego
Having discussed the interpretations of the important fundamental mechanisms of mental life, using the term in its widest sense
to include the unconscious also, we may turn our attention to the
problem of the ego. It must be stated at the outset that the ego
of the psycho-analyst is an empirical concept postulated to explain
the facts of conscious and unconscious mind. In the early stages
of psycho-analysis it was supposed that the ego which maintained
the coherent organization of mental life was synonymous with the
conscious personality and that this was the entity which came into
conflict with undesirable mental trends pushing them into the
unconscious level. It was however soon found that the ego had an
unconscious component. Freud says, 'We have formulated the idea
that in every individual there is a coherent organization of mental
processes, which we call his ego. This ego includes consciousness
and it controls the approaches to motility ;
It is this institution
in the mind which regulates all its own constituent processes, and
which goes to sleep at night, though even then it continues to
exercise a censorship upon dreams. From this ego proceed the
repressions
In analysis these trends which have been shutout
stand in opposition to the ego and the analysis is faced with the
task of removing the resistances which the ego displays against
concerning itself with the repressed
The patient is quite unaware
of the fact, and, even if he guesses from his feelings of discomfort
that a resistance is now at work in him he does not know what it is
nor how to describe it
There can be no question but that this
resistance emanates from his ego and belongs to it......We have come
upon something in the ego itself which is also unconscious, which
behaves exactly like the repressed, which produces powerful effects
without itself being conscious and which requires special work before
it can be made conscious
We land in endless confusion and
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difficulty if we cling to our former way of expressing ourselves and
try, for instance, to derive neuroses from a conflict between the
conscious and the unconscious. We shall have to substitute for
this
the antithesis between the organized ego and what is
repressed and dissociated from it.'4

The Id
The empirical Freudian ego with its theoretical unconscious
component is thus seen to have been postulated to meet the facts of
repression. It is a much narrower concept than the ego of the
philosopher or the lay man. The lay man correlates the ego with the
vague and indescribable feeling of T which is supposed to have
jurisdiction over the entire mental field both conscious and
unconscious. The lay man can therefore use such expressions as
'my unconscious'. A good part of the unconscious, however, is
beyond the grip of the Freudian ego. With reference to this portion
of the unconscious it may be said that in submitting to its influences,
the ego, more or less, plays the passive role. From this unconscious
region of the mind arise the instinctive strivings. Freud, following
the suggestion of George Groddeck calls this entity the 'Id'. The
term 'id' or 'it' denotes its impersonal nature. According to Freud
*the conduct through life of what we call our ego is essentially
passive, and we are 'lived' by unknown and uncontrollable forces.
The mind of an individual is an unknown and unconscious id upon
whose surface rests the ego". The ego has been evolved from the
id as an adaptation to meet the, environment. The conscious
perception form its nucleus and it is invested with the function of
controlling movements. The ego is not sharply differentiated from
the id but merges in it. It receives impressions ; one set from the
external world as perception and the other from the id as feeling and
emotion. Perceptions are conscious from the beginning but the
mental processes which correspond to pleasure and emotions in the
unconscious can only become conscious through reaching the
perceptual system. In this respect they behave like repressed ideas,
with this difference that unlike ideas they do not require any
connecting link in the shape of preconscious verbal imagery to make
4. Freud—The Ego and the Id, pp. 15-17
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them conscious. Unconscious ideas must become pre-conscious, i,e
they must be capable of being translated into words before they ean
reach consciousness, whereas feelings reach consciousness direct;
they are either unconscious or conscious ; there is no intermediate
step.
Verbal images play an important role in the development of the
Freudian ego. By their interposition unconscious thought processes
are made conscious and become perceptions. Freud says, 'It may
sometimes happen that a hyper-cathexis of the process of thinking
takes place, in which case thoughts are perceived in the literal sense
of the word—as if they came from without and are consequently held
to be true.'
Besides the perceptions coming from without, the body itself,
specially its surface, provides the ego with various sensations and
feelings of pleasure and pain. In fact the external world is at first
appreciated through these bodily perceptions. The ego may thus
be regarded as derived from a mental projection of the surface of the
body. In this respect the Freudian ego bears a certain resemblance
to the introspective ego of the experimental psychologist.
Since it is through the ego that the mind comes into contact
with the external world, and since it is the ego again that controls
the channels of raotility, except those of the reflexes, it is easily seen
that the ego forms the entity which is mainly responsible for
controlling the higher type of biological adaptation in the individual.
When an unpleasant-external situation arises the ego provides for
its adjustment. It is the agency which is entrusted with the testing
of reality. The activities of the ego are therefore mainly guided by
the demands of reality, or, as Freud expresses it. the reality principle
guides the ego. The strivings of the id on the other hand are not
subject to the exigencies of the external world. In the id pleasure
principle reigns supreme. Thus there is a sort of opposition between
the ego and the id and this opposition primarily provides the motive
force for repression. Besides the testing of reality, the ego is seen
to be entrusted with another important function, viz, that of keeping
the undesirable elements in the. id under control. Only those ego
syntonic impulses in the id which are in conformity with the demands
of the ego are allowed to enter consciousnes. The ego maintains
the repression and exercises a censoring influence on all dystonic
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unconscious material. We can differentiate between two types of
repressed material—primary and secondary. In primary repression the
mental elements are kept in check from their very inception ; they have
not been conscious any time. Under certain conditions of increased
cathexis, impulses from the id overpower the ego and find expression
in consciousness defying the requirements of the reality principle.
The ego often succeeds-afterwards in pushing them back into the
unconscious. This has been called 'afterexpulsion1 or 'secondary
repression' or 'repressien proper'. In secondary rapression, analysis
reveals the fact that the repressed material was at one time conscious.
Besides the id, the repressed also goes to form a component of the
unconscious mind. The repressed is cut off from the ego by the
resistances but it merges in the id and can communicate with the
ego through the id. We shall presently see that in maintaining the
repression the ego finds support from another source viz, the superego which is an unconscious component of the ego developed out of
the id in the course of its struggles with the external worldThe Super-ego
Certain observations in the diseases known as paraphrenia led
to the discovery of a very interesting mental mechanism. The
paraphrenic loses all interest in external objects and simultaneously
with this, megalomanic symptoms develop. To explain this it is
assumad that the libido in paraphrenics is withdrawn from external
objects and transferred to tha ego this resulting in the overestimation
of its qualities. The paraphrenic's ego is able to absorb all the
object libido. In hypochondria the same process is in evidence with
the exception that the ego fails to absorb the libido. The dammed
up libido is transformed into anxiety. In certain types of 'falling in
love' an opposite process takes place. The loved object absorbs all
the available cathexis and the ego is depleted of its narcissistic libido.
This results in self-depreciation which can only be removed when
the object reciprocates the love. In melancholia, as a consequence
of deprivation, the love object is introjected within the ego and there
is a transformation of the original love into hate. This hate is then
directed towards the ego which has incorporated the love object.
Needless to say that the processes described here are all unconscious.
These observation bring into prominence two important peculiarities
5
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of the ego. In the first place an object may be incorporated with
the ego this resulting in the transformation of the latter so that it
partakes of some of the characteristics of the introjected external
object. Secondly an object libido may be transformed into narcissistic
libido and this influx leads to an over estimation of the qualities
of the ego. These two mechanisms give us a clue to the mode of
what has been called the super-ego.
In the early years of childhood, strivings of a libidinous nature
directed towards both the parent arise in the mind and tend to seek
fulfilment in action. The cultural and moral training of the child
and the environment stand in the way of direct satisfaction of such
desires. The ego, therefore, guided by the reality principle exerts
a censorship on these wishes which are then pushed into the
unconscious region of the mind. As the cathexes of wishes of this
type are very strong they elude the censor and come out in consciousness in many indirect ways. The repression is seldom perfect and
the most of these indirect manifestations are invested with anxiety
symptoms. To cope with this unpleasant and undesirable state
of affairs the ego has recourse to the two mechanisms previously
mentioned. The parents who are the love objects are introjected
inside the ego a part which is thus invested with parental characteristics ; to this the object cathexis, now turned into a narcissistic
one, is directed. The parental authority.which is distinctly hostile
to these libidinous trends and which forms the nucleus of all social
codes, in being introjected and invested with narcissism assumes
the character of an incontestible ideal which the ego unconsciously
adopts. The ego-ideal or the super-ego thus formed help the ego
in its work of repression. The super ego acts as the unnoticed inner
prototype of the external social institution. It provides the ego
with a valued ideal in life and whenever the ego fails to come up
to the expectations of the accepted ideal it has to fight with the
super-ego which manifests itself as the conscience. The super-ego
to quote Freud, acts as a categorical imperative. Its orders to the
ego come in the shape of both prohibitions and positive commands
snch as 'you must not do this' and 'you must do that'. In this respect
the super-ego retains the character of stern father towards his little
child.
In certain diseases, e.g. obsessional psycho-neurosis and
melancholia the super-ego behaves in a particularly severe manner
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towards the ego and the pangs of conscience of such patients can
only be explained on the supposition of the presence of an unconscious idea of guilt. Sometimes the disease symptoms and sufferings
of the patient look like atonements at the behest of a punishing
conscience. The ego remains unconscious of the feeling of guilt
but the super-ego which is derived from the libidinous strivings of
the id is aware of it and rages against it. The conscienec of a normal
individual is also derived from this super-ego which represents the
unconscious basis of the higher nature in man. We have therefore
to modify our previous statment that the unconscious is the reservoir
of our bad traits only. Freud remarks, "We have evidence that even
subtle and intricate intellectual operations which ordinarily require
strenuous concentration can equally be carried out preconsciously
and without coming into consciousness
If we come back to our
scale of values, we shall have to say that not only what is lowest
but also what is highest in the ego can be unconscious"5
Freud's ideas about the constitution of the ego, the id and the
super-ego rest finally on the antithesis between what is repressed
and what produces the repression. It is because of this necessity
that the Freudian ego was originally separated from the id. But.
the facts of resistance and punishing conscience proved the inadequacy
of this conception and the super-ego, which is ultimately a derivative
of the id, was taken to be an institution of the ego itself helping the
latter in its work of repression. The empirical Freudian ego thus
received its theoretical colouring. The original logical-position that
the ego was the sole censoring activity could only be maintained by
the inclusion of what was really opposed to the ego as a constituent
part of it.
The Freudian ego is thus seen to be in conflict with the external
reality on the one hand, and with the id and the super-ego on the
other. When the super-ego acts as an ally of the ego it is considered
to be an unconscious part of it and when it rages against the ego we
have to assume one of two possibilities, viz, that it is either a component of the id which is opposed to the ego or that a coherent organisation like the Freudian ego has warring elements within it which
can put up a fight among themselves. We need not be upset by the
5.

Freud— The Ego and the Id pp. 32-33
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logically anomalous position of the super-ego. Freud defines his
position with reference to his theories thus—'Conceptions such as
that of an ego-libido, and energy pertaining to the ego-instincts, and
so on, are certainly neither very easy to grasp nor is their content
sufficiently rich ; a speculative theory of these relations of which
we are speaking would in the irst place require as its basis a sharply
defined concept. But I am o' opinion that this is just the difference
between a speculative theory and a science fou nded upon constructions
arrived at empirically. The latter will not begrudge to speculation
its privilege of a smooth, logically unassilable structure, but will itself
be gladly content with nebulous, scarcely imaginable conceptions,
which it hopes to apprehend more clearly in the course of its development, or which it is even prepared to replace by others. For these
ideas are not the basis of the science upon which everything rests ;
that on the contrary, is observation alone. They are not the foundation stone, but the coping of the whole structure, and they can be
replaced and discarded without damaging it. The same thing is
happening in our day in the science of physics, the fundamental
notions of which as regards matter, centres of force, attraction, etc.,
are scarcely less debatable that the corresponding ideas in psychoanalysis."6
We may now sum up the characteristics of the Freudian ego
and the super-ego, The ego forms the superficial layer of the life
and is the entity that comes into contact with the external world,
Auditory imagery is an important constituent of its make up. It ifl
partly conscious and partly unconscious. It is the appraiser of
external reality and acting with its ally the super-ego it serves as I
a critic, a supervisor, a mentor and a censor of our mental life. It I
controls the voluntary nervous system. Certain disease processes!
affect the functions of the ego in a selective manner.
In the!
pathological state known as Meynert's amentia or acute hallucina- i
tory confusion, the ego loses its power of testing reality. In paranoia I
the patient often hears voices of the 'conscience* and in paraphrenial
the censorship of the ego is abolished to a great extent.
The super-ego is a later construction than the ego. It is some-J
times friendly to the ego and sometimes hostile to it. It goes to
form the unconscious component of the ego. It is in direct
6, Freud—Collected Papers Vol.IV—On Narcissism, pp. 34-35
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communication with the id and may also help the id in its activities.
The super-ego is the nucleus of the conscience in the normal
individual, and forms the unconscious basis of the higher nature of
man.
According to Freud it contains the germ from which all
religions have evolved.
Freud recognizes three topographical strata of the mind, viz,
the conscious, the pre-conscious and the unconcious. Freud compares
the consciousness to an internal sense organ. It is not the essence
of mental life. It is the superficies of the mental system and is in
close touch with the external world. A good deal of the ego's
activities take place in this topographical region. Consciousness is
closely associated with the perceptual end of the mental apparatus.
Besides the external perceptions we are also aware of our feelings
of pleasure and pain derived from internal sources. The theoretical
mental system, the function of which is consciousness, must therefore face the outer world and must envelop the other psychical
systems. Excitations in these systems leave permanent traces but
not so in the conscious. The conscious are transitory. 'Becoming
conscious and leaving behind a memory-trace are processes incompatible with each other in the same system'. The memory traces
of perceptions should therefore be conceived to lie in the next
system inner to the conscious one. When the cathexes from the
memory residues extend outward to the conscious system there is
conscious recollection of past perceptions. The temporal and spatial
localization in memory is a function of the conscious system which
also apprehends logical relationship. In these respects the conscious
mental processes offer a remarkable contrast to the unconscious ones
which are not correlated in time and space and which do not conform
to the demands of logic. The unconscious processes readily undergo
condensation and displacement, they may exist side by side even
when they are mutually contradictory ; the unconscious is further
devoid of any idea of negation. The unconscious are governed by
the pleasure principle and do not conform to the demands of reality
like the conscious ones.
The revival of memory depends, as we have seen on the overflow
of cathexis from the memory traces to the conscious system. Under
ordinary conditions a certain amount of cathexis is always retained
by the memory traces so that there is no confusion between a memory
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image and a perception. In hallucination the cathexis passes over
entirely to the perceptual system. The different types of memory
images do not gain equal prominence in the Conscious system.
Auditory verbal imagery seems to predominate in the conscious mind
and that is why Freud says that 'the ego wears an auditory lobe'.
Thinking in pictures or in terms of visual imagery approximates more
closely to the unconscious processes than thinking in words.
Whatever is likely to be useful to the ego in future, but is
not its present concern, is stored up in the pre-conscious. A preconscious mental element becomes conscious by the revival of these
auditory traces and it is by their interposition that internal thought
processes are made into conscious perceptions or ideas. In the
unconscious there are no auditory traces. When the parental
authority, which is expressed in verbal commands, is incorporated
with the unconscious mind in the formation of the super-ego, it is
not the verbal imagery that is invested with cathexis which remains
attached to the unconscious elements. By the work of analysis
the unconscious elements are brought into correlation with corresponding verbal expressions and it is by this process that they are
made first pre-conscious and then conscious. With reference to
feelings of pleasure and pain we have already seen that they are like
internal perceptions and they do not require any verbal imagery
to be conscious. Feelings cannot be unconscious in the same sense as
ideas. They reach the conscious system direct.
The Pleasure, Reality And Repetition Principles
Having considered some of the more important problems of
mental life I may now pass on to the question of general principles
that guide the psychic processes. Psycho-analysis recognizes three
such principles, viz, the pleasure, the reality and the repetition
principles. A given mental process is supposed to originate in a state
of tension and determines for itself a path which leads to a relief
of this tension. The accumulation "of tension is felt as pain or
discomfort and its relief as pleasure. The pleasure principle is an
attempt on the part of the psychic apparatus to keep the quantity
of excitation present as low as possible or at least constant. This
introduces an economic point of view in mental functioning. The
pleasure principle is most in evidence in the operations of the
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unconscious processes, particularly those of the id. The id is the
great reservoir of the instinctive impulses that are often of a contradictory nature. Each of these impulses seeks fulfilment in action
without reference to others by trying to force its way to conscious
ego which controls the channels of motility. Such an impulse does
not seem to come under the influence of any other consideration
than that of economy or relief of tension. Even if it encounters
repeated obstructions from the conscious ego and if its nature is
such that an actual fulfilment is an impossibility in real life still it
continues to push on its claim to satisfaction. Pleasure principle
reigns supreme in the id.
If the ego allowed itself to be guided by the id it would soon
bring about a dangerous situation for the organism. The need of
self-preservation and necessary adjustments to reality has its origin
in certain groups cf instincts called the ego-instincts, the true nature
of which has not yet been worked out. Moved by these ego-syntonic
instinctive forces the ego takes the reality principle as its guide and
usually allows enjoyment of only those pleasures that are harmless
to the organism. Sometimes however the ego is over-powered and
the reality principle is given the go by to the detriment of the
individual concerned. Generally speaking it may be said that the
reality principle rules the conscious mind of the normal individual.
The higher conscious type of adaptation in man is traceable to the
functioning of this principle.
Comparatively recently another principle of mental life, viz, that
of repetition has been postulated by Freud. It is supposed to be more
primitive and more elementary than the pleasure principle which is
sometimes seen to be displaced by it. The observations that led to
the formulation of the repetition principle are of a interesting nature.
It is often found that patients suffering from what is called shell-shock
or war neurosis or traumatic neurosis repeatedly dream of the situation
which produced the shock, and wake up in terror each time. The dream
takes them back to the original painful situation of fright. The
theory of wish-fulfilment, based on the pleasure principle, is quite
adequate to explain ordinary and even anxiety dreams but it fails
to give us a satisfactory clue to the mechanism of shell-shock
dreams with its recurrent situation of fright. Then again, when
a psychoneurosis is replaced during treatment by what has been
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called transference neurosis it is found that the patient is obliged
of course without knowing the significance of his action to repeat
as current experience certain situation of his early childhood life
that were later repressed and banished from
consciousness.
These situations are generally of an unpleasant type and they centre
round the personality of the physician who becomes a substitute for
the parent in the unconscious mind of the patient. The tendency to
repeat these earlier situations in later life is so great that it has
received the name of repetition compulsion. As Freud says, 'The
act is repeated in spite of everything ; a powerful compulsion insists
on it.' There is again a certain type of persons who seem to be
dogged by some malevolent destiny in life so that the same accident
befalls them repeatedly ; every friendship ends in quarrel in the
same way ; their protege, although otherwise they may have been
different from one another, invariably desert them in ill-will after
a time and so on. Paycho-analysis has found that the 'pursuing
fate* is always an expression of the tendency of the unconscious mind
to repeat an earlier situation which represented a painful repression.
Children's play also affords us illustrations a like nature. A child
who has been operated upon by a surgeon will often play the doctor
with reference to other children. In contrast with the illustrations
cited before the 'doctor affords pleasure to the child instead of
pain although the situation was originally an unpleasant one. A child
likes to be repeatedly told the same story exactly in the same manner.
On the basis of such observations Freud concludes that there is in
psychic life a guiding force which goes beyond the pleasure principle.
Sometimes it subserves the purposes of the later, but more often it
acts in a manner contrary to the requirents of the Hedonistic
trend.
When an organism has to meet a dangerous situation and cannot
escape from it, protective barriers are set up against the powerful
invading stimuli. The function of a barrier is to neutralize or 'bind
down' as Freud expresses it the on-coming charge. The feeling of
apprehension that we experience when we know that danger is
approaching develops a counter-charge and this forms the last mental
barrier against the baneful stimuli. In shell-shock the individual is
taken by surprise and there is no time for the apprehension to
develop. The harmful effects of shell-shock are to be traced to
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the persistence of the stimulus charge within the mental system in
an 'unbound' or free state. The repeated fright dreams are efforts at
cure. They serve to develop the apprehension which was in the original
situation and which is so necessary to neutralize the harmful effects
of the shock. The repetition tendency enables one to gain a
mastery over an unpleasant situation. It is more primitive than the
pleasure pinciple which can only operate when the organism has
been assured of a certain amount of protection from external or
internal danger.
Freud is inclined to correlate the repetition tendency with the
instinctive forces in life which impel organic matter towards the
reinstalment of an earlier condition. The migratory instincts of birds,
the long journeys undertaken by fish at spawning time, the
phenomena of heredity and embryological recapitulation, the restoration of a lost tail in the lizard are all expressions of the tendency
of living matter to revert to an earlier stage of existence. As
organic matter has evolved from the inorganic, the repetition
principle represents ultimately a tendency to inorganic reversion.
'The goal of all life is death.' The repetition compulsion is an
expression of the operation of certain instinctive forces common
to all living thing tending towards death. The organism attains
its aim not in a direct manner but by moving along the circuitous
path of life. The force, that compels it to make this detour, is
opposed to the instinct of death and has been given the name of
life-instincts or eros because it has been found to be intimately
connected with the sexual life. As a biological parallel to the
psychological theories of death and life instincts we might mention
Weismann's conception of the distinction between soma and germ
plasm. The soma tends to die but the germ plasm is immortal.
The views expressed here on life and death instincts and their
relation to the repetition principle are professedly of a speculative
ier and need not detain us any longer. The repetition principle
divested of its implications, can certainly claim to be a scientific
theory.

I

Origin of the New Theory
have given an extremely brief and inadequate

account
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to explain the different types of psychic phenomena. As the
purpose of this paper is to examine the theoretical basis of psychic
structure and function I have mentioned only those facts that
have a bearing on theory. Many otherwise important observational
data have been left out. It may be urgued that I have given an
undue prominence to the psycho-analytic view of lile and have
neglected to consider the explanations offered by other psychological
schools. In reply I may point out that no other system has yet
made any serious attempt to study mind in all its phases as revealed
in the workings of the conscious, during wakefulness and sleep,
in hypnotism and other abnormal mental states, in the behaviour
of the mentally deranged person and the sexual pervert, in the
peculier characteristics of the child and the savage and in the
operations o£ the social and religious groups. Psycho-analysis
embraces a wider range of mental phenomena in its scope than
any other single system in psychology, and it is psycho-analysis
alone that attempts to offer a consistent view of the mode of working
of our psyche in all its phases.
The new theory of mental life that I propose to delineate
here is the outcome of my psycho-analytical work during the
past twenty two year?. At first the development of the theory
was on purely empirical lines and its logical structure was incomplete.
In the beginning of my psycho-analytic practice no regular and
connected account of the findings of previous workers was
available to me, and for a long time I had to depend mainly on
my own observations and inference for a systematic grasp of
the subject. This naturally led me to formulate tentative hypotheses
to explain my observational facts ; as I found later on, some of
these hypotheses were identical with the views held by other
psycho-analysts at the time. Some others proceeded on a different
line altogether. Gradually with increasing data at my disposal,
derived from my own observations and collected from other
published sources, my tentative formulations were given a logical
structure and were synthesized, and something like a coherent
theory was evolved. I had waited for severe! years before I
ventured to publish it for the first time in 1920 in my book
The Concept of Repression. Since then I have had ample
opportunities of testing the correctness and forming a comparative
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estimate of their value by weighing them against the theories
already existing in the field and those formulated from time to
time by other psycho-analysts. In course of this paper I have
already given a brief account of views other than my own, and
I shall indicate their points of divergence from my theory wherever
practicable. A deductive presentation, such as is inevitable here
to a certain extent, is likely to emphasize the logical structure
of the theory and to obscure from view the facts of experience
on which it rests. The merits of the theory should only be judged
from the standpoint of the observational data that it tries to explain.
The theory has undergone certain mondifications since its first
publication. It has been further amplified in regard to some of its
aspects which remained vague at the time. In the course of several
papers published during the last few years I have utilized the theory
for the elucidation of certain important psycho-analytical problems,
e. g., the genesis of homo-sexuality, the origin and adjustment of the
oadipus wish, etc. These discussions referred to isolated problems
only.
The present paper is the second effort at a systematic
presentation of the theory. The physical and the biological support
for tha theory has already been fully discussed in my book on The
Concept of Repression and I need not go into it again. I shall chiefly
confine myself to the psychological exposition.
Method
The procedure that I have followed in conducting psychoanalysis is somewhat different from the current practice. I use the
original method advocated by Freud. The material for analysis is
derived from the subject's free-assciation. It was the original custom
for the analyst to note down in writing the ideas brought up by the
patient by free-association, As this procedure involved a considerble
amount of strain on the physician and distracted the attention of
both the analyst and the analysand, and as it was found that the
physician could get a much better grasp of the patient's unconscious
by suspending his critical faculty to a certain extent and depending
on his own unconscious to be in rapport with the patient, the writing
>wn of associations was discarded in favour of a passive listening
attitude on the part of the analyst. I have however continued to
the old method because in the first place I can always adopt a
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mechanical attitude towards the writing, and bring about a partial
dissociation of this particular activity from my main mental current.
My mind is not much distracted by the act of taking down the patient's
thought?. In the second place I have found that ray patients get
habituated to the condition in a very short time and do not feel any
distraction either. As they are generally asked to keep their eyes
closed they do not even see me writing. There is however a class of
patients who during the first few months of analysis refuse to close
their eyes as they feel greatly disturbed by doing so owing to the
operation of unconscious fear, and some of them insist on it that I
should not take down any note of their thoughts lest they should be
placed in a compromising position in future. These patients would
often ask me what guaranty I would give them that the notes might
not fall into other hands as a result of my inadvertence or in case
of my sudden death. But these patients are exceptional. The most
important reason for writing down the associations lies in the fact
that practically all possibilities of subjective error and unconscious
distortion of the material by the analyst are thereby eliminated,
and the data remain available for inspection for all times. The
grammatical peculiarities of expression, to which sufficient attention
has not been paid as yet, and the importance of which I shall indicate
presently, are likely to escape notice if the associations are not
noted down as they come. The record is of value also in removing
the resistances of the patient who may be denying some of his former
statements in spite of the assertions of the analyst to the contrary.
A reference to the notes removes the amnesia of the subject and
brings about his conviction in a surprising manner even when all
previous arguments had failed. Patients who had been analysed in
Europe by different analysts before they came to me often voluntarily
expressed the opinion that the method that I adopted was much
more effective than the usual psycho-analytic procedure, in bringing
about a conviction of the truth of the interpretations. Of course
one should not put too much reliance on such assertions of patients
who are likely to be the subjects of transferences. At any rate I
can certainly claim a greater scientific objectivity and validity
for my data than others who have to depend on general
impressions for the collection of their material. A reliable and
a permanent record of past cases is of great use in testing
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of a theory that may suggest itself

at a leter

Repressed And Repressipg Forces
In the course of my analyses I found that the symptoms
connected with a repressed element in the unconscious would not
disappear even when it had been made conscious by analysis and
the patient had accepted the truth of the interpretation. Apparently
all the resistances had not been over-come. Under such circumstances
a curious thing was seen to happen. The natue of the symptoms
changed and the free associations of the patient and his
phantasies and dreams showed the presence of an unconscious
element of the type opposite to that originally unearthed. The
original repressed material has been apparently replaced by its
opposite. The symptoms were therefore traceable to opposite
groups of forces ; this fact is well-known to psycho-analysts, and
is often represented in a dramatic manner in hysterics in whom
manifestations affecting the right side of the body may be of an
opposite nature to those involving the left side. As the analysis
proceeded the opposite repressed tendeney came up into the
conscious mind and the primary repressed element, which had been
made conscious before, lost its significance or sank back into the
unconscious level. Simultaneously with its disappearance from
the conscious sphere or with loss of its significance, the free associations were seen to be again influenced by it showing that the
element was not destroyed but had only changed its state. When
this was brought to consciousness again, its opposite, in its turn,
disappeared from view. The see-saw mechanism, as I have termed
it, would go on for some time with striking regularity, but with
a gradually decreasing intensity of the opposite tendencies and an
increasing frequency of oscillation till a time came when both the
elements would be conscious and acknowledged by the patient j it
was only then that the symptoms disappeared,

See-Saw Mechanism
We must now look at the theoretical side of the see-saw
phenomenon. It seemed as if the opposite tendencies that appeared
alternately in consciousness and disappeared in the unconscious
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were the warring elements. So long as the conflict lasted one seemed
to oppose the entry of the other into consciousness ; one was the
repressing force and the other was the repressed and they could
reverse their roles ; they each clamoured to occupy the field of
consciousness but only one could do so at a time. We have an
idea of the nature of the repressing force which has been equated
with the ego by Freud. The repressing force, as we have seen it, is
sometimes of one quality and sometimes its opposite. I shall have
to revert to the theoretical aspect of this problem later on.
The see-saw mechanism has either escaped the notice of most
psycho-analytic observers or sufficient improtance has not been paid
to it. The mechanism is not always so prominent as I have described
it and it may require a thorough shifting of the free association
meterial and the dreams and phantasies of the subject for several
consecutive days before it can be detected. It frequently hides
itself behind grammatical forms of expression, and is further complicated when several elements are in simultaneous operation. The
nature of the opposition between the two warring elements varies
in different cases and also in the some case as the analysis proceeds
from day to day. The see-saw phenomenon forms one of the
basic facts of my theory. I shall therefore go into it a little more
deeply and illustrate it by examples from actual case records. It is
not an isolated phenomenon in individual patients but regular
occurence to be discerned by careful analysis in almost every mental
case. I shall not discuss here the technique and the theory of the
free association method which forms the chief probing instrument
of the psycho-analyst, nor shall I enter into the question of reliability
of the interpretations o£ the material obtained by this process. I
have already dealt with these problems in two of my previous papers
viz. "The Reliability of Psychoanalytic Findings'' {The British Journal
of Medical Psychology. Vol. III. Part 2, 1925). The exigencies of
time and space prevent me from giving any detailed account of my
illustrative cases, the actul records of which run into several hundred
pages each. I shall merely mention the relevant points. In this
connection it will not be out of place to point out that the free
associations, dreams and phantasies as such are constituted of)
conscious elements. The underlying unconscious trends have got to
be inferred from them by analysis.
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The Illustrative Case
The patient is an educated young Mahomedan gentleman of a
sensitive and sentimental temperament. During the last 'communal
not' in Calcutta he developed an obsessive fear of being stabbed from
behind. The fear tormented him even when the riots had ceased
and he was absolutely safe in his own"house. Owing to these attacks
of senseless anxiety the patisnt was incapacitated for any serious and
sustained work. The first few days of analysis revealed the different
situations in which the fear appeared and the precautionary measures
adopted by the patient to guard himself against it. The patient
knew that the fear was baseless. As the analysis proceeded he
brought up phantasies of a retaliatory type. He imagined himself
exceedingly strong although he would complain of his physical weakness in his sober moments. He indulged in all sorts of imaginary
aggressive activities directed against roughs and hooligans. This
gradually led to the ievival of the memory of school-boy fights in his
childhood when he used to play the tyrant with younger boys. Homo
sexual scenes of the active type began to appear in his association,
and it was then seen that in the unconscious mind the patient had
equated ordinary fight with sexual assault. He felt a good deal of
shame in narrating these incidents. At this time the interpretations
of his dream showed the presence of passive homo-sexual traits in the
unconscious. When asked about them he expressed his abhorrence,
and stoutly denied his ever having played the passive part The
shame and disgust felt also for the active attitude gradually vanished
and following this the patient had an open passive homo-sexual dream.
Immediately afterwords the retaliatory aggressive phantasies disappeared and quite suddenly remembered one day a very early incident
in which a servant had forced him to play the passive part. Gradually
other passive incidents of his school days came up into his mind
and he recalled on one occasion at least his willing participation in
the act. The revival of memory of passive incidents was not now
attended with pain. Curiously enough the dreams of this period
showed an active attitude with a distinct pleasurable colouring.
When this was made conscious it dominated the patient's phantasy
and the passive role became again unpleasant in consciousness.
Analysis of the symptoms made him appreciate his unconscious desire
for the passive situation, and gradually the fear of being stabbed
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disappeared from the mind, and the patient could bring up at will
and enjoy in imagination both the passive and active attitudes. There
were other complicating factors in the case but I have purposely left
them out and have confined myself to only one set of opposing
factors to show clearly the alternation of his active and passive
attitudes.
I have chosen this case not because it was the earliest but
because it is of comparatively simple type. In reviewing the case
we notice that the fear of being stabbed represented in the patient's
unconscious a wish to be passively treated in a homo-sexual situation.
The fear replaced the wish in the conscious symbolic manifestation.
A fear carries with it a negative attitude, viz, lest a thing should
happen. Expecting an event to happen in the absence of a justifiable
external situation can only be explained on the supposition of a
corresponding unconscious wish. In the present instance the wish is the
primary element and the fear a repression product. Similarly the shame,
disgust and abhorrence noticed towards the passive and active homosexual situations are all traceable to repression. Both the passive and
active attitudes were originally pleasant and the pleasure tone returned
to them again when they were both allowed to come up into the
conscious. So long as the tussle continued one or the other was
accompanied by an unpleasant affect. The unpleasant feeling-tone
attached to the active and passive situations, like fear, seemed
also to be a repession product. It has been held by Freud and
others that shame, disgusts, etc, are the factors which bring about
repression, whereas according to the explanation given here they
were not the causes but were the results of repression of some
originally pleasurable wish situations ; the pleasant affect connected
with a wish was changed into an unpleasant one by repression.
It would appear that Freud believes that feelings like shame, disgust
etc. are capable of opposing the action of wishes, whereas according to my explanation, feelings are supposed to attach themselves
to wishes^ and to come into being during efforts at their fulfilment.
I shall have to return to this problem again.
In his fight with the fear the patient had developed certain
defensive attitudes ; he would not venture alone on the streets
he would insist on keeping all doors and windows barred and
locked and so on. A description of these protective measure*
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came up in the free associations in the first stage of the analysis.
This was immediately followed by the retaliatory phantasies. The
retaliatiory attitude should be clearly distinguished from the
protective one. The function of retaliation, even in normal subjects,
is to relieve the tension resulting from a compulsory submission
to an unpleasant situation brought about by another person. How
retaliation brings about this relief has never been satisfactorily
explained. In retaliation the subject reverse their original roles.
The patient was afraid of being stabbed by hooligans ; in his
retaliatory phantasies he would be attacking them. The substitution
of the original unpleasant passive situation by a similar active
one gave relief and pleasure. In the retaliatory situation the active
wish to stab another was clearly in evidence, and if we could
assume that behind the fear of being stabbed there was the unconscious
wish to be stabbed, of course symbolically, as was confirmed by
analysis, the opposition between the passive unconscious and the
active consious wishes would be at once apparent. The tension
remained so long as the active wish correponding to the original
passive one remained unfulfilled. In phantasies the wish-fulfilment
is of an imaginary type and has no lasting effect.
The retaliatory phantasies of the patient led to the arousal
of the memory of similar active fighting tendencies in childhood
and this in its turn served to uncover the active homo-sexual
trend. This active conscious trend was accompanied by a
corresponding one in the unconscious as could be proved by
the analysis of dreams of this period. The passive wishes
alternately dominated the conscious mind till all unpleasantness was
removed.

Tentative Hypotheses
The facts of this case could be explained by certain tentative
Hypotheses. We may assume that opposing tendencies or more
strictly mutually contrdictory pairs of wishes, e.g., active homosexual desires in the case cited, exist in our mind. Under certain
circumstances, not determined for the present, the wishes seek fulment simultaneously. As the action attitudes corresponding to
e wishes are mutually contradictory they connot have simultaneous
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satistfaction. The mutual opposition may result in the banishment
of both these wishes from the sphere of consciouseness, e.g., in
the first stage of treatment when both active and passive homosexual desires were outside the sphere of the patient's awareness.
The complete inhibition of action, due to mutual opposition of
the wishes, corresponds to the unconscious phase of the wishes.
One of the wishes may overcome the other may come to occupy
the conscious field its opposite being forced to remain unconscious,
e.g., the appearance of active homo-sexua lity in consciousness and
evidence of passive homo-sexuality in dreams of that period in
the illustrative case. As the struggle is not thereby ended the
conscious wish is rendered more or less impotent and can find
partial satisfaction only in imperfect and phantasies ; the evidence
of the struggle is also to be found in the change of the original
pleasant feeling-tone into an unpleasant one ; the association of
shame and disgust with the memory of early active homo-sexual
situations, in the case cited, is to be to this factor. After the
conscious wish has had a partial satisfaction in phantasies or other
activities its strength suffers diminution, and then the roles are
reversed : the opposite wish comes to occupy the conscious mind
pushing the other into the unconscious ; e.g., the appearance of
passive homo-sexuality in the patient's mind first in a dream
and then in memories of early life. Sometimes the opposing wish
remains in consciousness divested of its significance ; an effort to
restore the significance is attended
with painful
emotions,
e.g., the return of unpleasantness in connection with
the
passive role when the active homo-sexual situation was
pleasurably revived. After the see-saw mechanism has been in
operation for some time all unpleasantess in connection with the
opposition is replaced by pleasantness, and both the wishes
are invested with their original pleasant affect. Both are then
conscious in the fullest sense, and can have complete independent
satisfaction at different times, e.g., the revival of pleasent memories
both of the active and of the passive situations by the patient.
W e may then conclude that of two opposing types of wishes one
act as the repressor and the other becomes repressed. The
opposition in the example cited here was between activity and
passivity.
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Second Illustrative Case
We shall now see whether these tentative hypotheses can
be supported by further evidence and whether any other fact
can be discovered which will throw new light on the nature of
the opposition seen in repression. The case I am going to cite
now is somewhat more complicated than the first one. Instead
of describing the different elements, coming up into the conscious mind
and disappearing from it as the analysis proceeded, in a narrative
form I have put them in a tabular one. The conscious elements
in the free association material, the dreams and phantasies have
been placed in one column and the corresponding unconscious
elements showing temporal concurrence with the conscious ones
in the next. This will facilitate comparison.
The patient was a middle aged successful man in the legal
line. He had been married twenty-three years. The first wife
died and married again at the age of thirty-seven. He had recurrent
attacks of mental depression and loss of interest in work. Up
to the time of coming under treatment he had about twelve
attacks in all. The maximum normal period between the attacks
was about months. Treatment was begun on the eleventh of
May and the first few days were devoted to getting a full history
of the patien't life. The patient gave his free associations for
the first time on the fifteenth of May.
Date
15th May

17th Mav

27th May

Conscious
Self-reproach
Dream of decapitation of his
youngest child
Monetary worries
Fear of passive homo-sexual si• tuation and memory of active
homo-sexual incidents
Dream
Dream
Disgust at passive homo-sexuality Denial of any passive incident in early life
Recalling past passive incidents
—fear
Monetary worry
Recalling a pleasurable passive
homo-sexual experience
Pleasurable thrill in reviving
such memories

Unconscious
Punishing conscience
Castration complex
Passive homo-sexuality
Passive homo-sexuality
CEdipus complex
Defiance of father
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Conscious
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Unconscious

28th May

Active homo-sexual dream

Passive attitude

29th May

Disgust Ett passive attitude

Passive homo-sexuality linked
with feminize attitude
Death wish against father

Dream
Change in attitude regarding
homo sexuality both passive
and active ; homo-sexuality—
socially wrong but not a sin
3rd June

6th June

9th June

Imaginary worries.
tion with wife

Failure of identification with
woman

11th June

Sexual thril! in thinking of a
woman's requirements

12th June

Strong erections while thinking
of a women
Monetary worries

Hostility towards doctor

27th July

Dream

Identification with woman

Desire for a child
Death wish against father
Failure of identification with
wife
Hostility towards father

24th June

Dream
Hostile attitude towards superior persons

Passive homo-sexuality towards
father

26th June

Dream of elder cousin sister
looking at him passionately

CEdipus wish towards mother
who is active

26th June

Open death wish against grandfather, cousin sister, aunt
and mother
Hostility continues
Dreams

Death wish against combined
parental image
Punishing conscience
CEdipus love towards mother
Defiance of father

21st July

Dream

Father giving birth to a child
like a woman
His death

22nd July

Dream
Open cedipus attitude

Incest desires

Desire to bear a child, as a
woman, to a son image
Getting impregnated by an
inferior person
Fa:ces = child. Impregnating a
superior person
Active sexual attitude towards
father
Deliance of father, possession of
mother and getting a child
by her
CEdipus situation

Dreams
Dreams—a child calls
mother
Capacity to enjoy rest
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Unconscious

Conscious

"Funny ideas" — eating
his
servant's fseces
Smearing the face of superior
person with feeces
Dream

18th Sept.
Maid-servant—a mother substitute

Passive homo-sexual dream
Despondency
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Date

Aug.

Dream of intercorse with a maid
servant who played the
active part
Resignation towards suffering.

15th June

2o.No.l]

Dream—sexual attraction openly
felt towards mother

Passive homo-sexual phantasy
leads to erection which had
been absent since onset of
disease

Dissatisfac-

l

him

Patient as a woman towards
father gives him a child
Identification with mother

Oct.

Dreams

Friendly father

Nov.

Dreams
Disappearance of the fear of
being cheated

Death of cedipus child
Identity with father, mother and

26th Nov.

Complete
disappcarence
symptoms
Treatment closed

of

Theoretical Deductions From The Second Case
The noticeable features in this case are the alternations of
active and passive attitudes with reference both to homo-sexual
and the hetero-sexual tendencies. Man is bisexual in his nature, and
an evidence of this bisexuality is to be found in his anatomical
constitution and in his psychical make-up. With reference to his
parents, who were the earliest" love objects, the patient sometimes
took up an active male sexual role of treating both of them as
females in his unconscious and sometimes a female attitude
especially towards the father. In his female role he was
identifying himself with his mother and was craving for a child
by the father. In the male role, sometimes he identified himself
with his father and felt a sexual craving for the mother, on
other occasions his unconscious mind built up a composite
gure of both the parents towards which the male sexual trends
Were
directed ; it is in this attitude that he made his father give
k h to a child like a woman in his dream.
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The feminine desire to give birth to a child never came
up into the conscious mind in an open form. It was linked with
the conscious desire of passive homo-sexuality, and with the fear
of being cheated by others ; money stood as symbol for child.
The way in which the female desires tried to express themselves
is very interesting. The patient identified himself with a woman
and found relief in the situation. In the first stage of the analysis
ir seems as if this capacity had been waiting. The first successful
identification was the result of special adjustment. The patient
revived pleasurable
passive homo-sexual phantasies
before I
identification could proceed. The patient had lost his protency
since the onset of the disease but with the appreciation in
consciousness of the pleasurable passive situation his male activities
revived and he felt an erection. An imaginary satisfaction
of the passive homo-sexual trait which allied to a feminity released
the male trait. It seems as if the masculine and the feminine
trends had been opposing and inhibiting each other, and the
satisfaction of one led to the release of the other. We came
across the same phenomenon in the retaliatory mechanism of
the previous case. Soon after the release of the male trait the
patient had a dream of sexual intercourse with a maid-servant.
Analysis showed that in the dream although the patient was
acting like a male the servant-girl took the aggressive and active
part. The dream situation was an intermediate stage between
feminity and full masculinity ; it had the characters of both.
After this dream the patient could place himself in the situation
of women and doing so felt sexual excitement. Thoughts of
his wife and her image now produced strong erections.
That a person should feel excited in thinking of another
of the opposite sex has been taken to be a natural phenomenon
requring no explanation ; it does not surprise us in any way.
But the facts of psycho-pathology prove the complexity of the
process. In the case of the patient it seems as if the conjuring
up of the thoughts or the image of a woman had meant an
identification with woman, and it was only when the identification
took place that the male trait was released from its inhibition.
One is tempted to speculate that even in the case of a normal
person there is a sort of coflict continuously going on between
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the male and the female tendencies both of which remain in a
state of mutual inhibition ; thoughts about the other sex lead
to a partial satisfaction of one of the tendencies by the mechanism
of identy, resulting in the arousal of normal sex desire directed
towards a person with opposite sex characteristics. Analyses
of mental cases and of many normal persons have led me to
accept this view as a justifiable hypothesis. In the case under
consideration the patient's successful identification
with his
wife was followed by a similar process with reference to his
mother. The feminine cravings, including the one of giving
birth to a child thus found relief and were adjusted.
The see-saw mechanism was seen to be in operation in almost
all the phases of the different wishes till repression was removed.
The facts of this case lead to an important theoretical generalization,
also supported by numerous other observations not mentioned
here, that the mechanism of identification provides a means of
satisfaction for the repressed craving. I may now push this
statement a little further and point out its implications. If we take
for our consideration a pair of conflicting wishes such as I
have been discussing here, e.g , active and passive homo-sexuality,
we shall find that what is true of the subject in one of the pair is
true of the object in another. In active homosexuality the subject
A would like to treat the object B in a certain way ; in passive homosexuality the subject A would like to be treated in exactly the same
way as B ; therefore the subject A, after feeling the active craving
with reference to B, can release the tension of his corresponding
passive desire by placing himself in his imagination in the position
of B, i.e, by identification with the object of his desire. If such an
identification becomes possible there is no tension either in the
active or in the passive situation ; in other words there is no
repression. In the case cited the effort to remove the repression
followed this line, The inherent opposition between the situations
of the subject and the object may thus provide an important motive
for repression. This opposition is more complete and thorough
than the one between activity and passivity as was brought out in
the first case. In the subject-object opposition includes within itself
all other forms of opposition.
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Third Illustrative Case
I shall now pass on to the third case.
The patient was about forty years old. For several years past he
had been suffering from a compulsion to look at the teeth of persons
who were superior to him either in social status or in an official
capacity. He was extremely nervous in their presence and was
continuously apprehensive of offending them by his peculiar
behaviour. He would also feel an irresistible desire to stare at a
cigar or a cigarette in a person's mouth. In the presence of ladies
the compulsion to look at their breasts or any tear or hole in their
garments was overpowering and he made it a point to avoid all
female society. He was extremely moral. I shall not attempt a
complete elucidation of the symptoms of the patient here but shall
remain content with pointing out a special feature of the case which
is of great theoretical interest. Although in actual life the patient
was one of the mildest of men, he would find immense pleasure in
indulging in all sorts of phantasies of violence. He would sit for
minutes together enjoying these daydreams oblivious of his
surroundings, and at night as a preliminary to sleep he must have
a sterotyped phantasy of abduction and rape. The patient felt the
greatest shame in confessing to me his immoral thoughts in this
connection, The grammatical forms of expression of the phantasies
deserve careful notice. I shall select for my discussion only the
phantasy which led to sleep. As the treatment proceeded, its
grammatical structure underwent certain variations while the
phantasy itself appeared to remain unchanged. In day-dreams and
phantasies the subject usually plays the part of the hero but in this
case the patient was merely a witness, so to say, while the actual
parts in the drama were being played by other individuals. Shorn
of its unessential detailed the phantasy, as first described by the patient,
could be stated in a single sentence ; 'a young girl was being
kidnapped and ravished by ruffians.' Analysis showed that the
patient identified himself with the girl. The grammatical form in
which the patient described the phantasy, and which has been left
unaltered in the condensed version given here, supported the interpretation, He was evidently playing the passive masochistic feminine
role in being assaulted. The repressed masochism in the unconscious
of the patient came out in the shape of the phantasy, and as its
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true significance was not at all appreciated by the patient the original
pleasurable feeling-tone of the situation was allowed to be associated
with it
The mechanism of identification made it possible for the
thoughts to co:ne up into consciousness without any reference to
the personal pronoun T. The use of the third person was therefore
an index to repression, and the passivity of the repressed wish is to
be discerned in the passive form of the descriptive sentence. As
the masochistic wish involved in the repression could not possibly
be satisfied so long as the subject possessed a male body, and as the
demands of reality in the waking state prevented the patient from
imagining himself to be a woman as could have been possible in a
dream, the only solution of the situation was an unconscious
identification on the part of the subject with a suitable third person,
in the present instance, a young woman. The struggle between
the repressed and the repressing forces was thus removed to a sphere
outside the patient's personality while contact was maintained by
the bond of identity. We have not come across the repressing force
yet. As the analysis proceeded the phantasy changed its grammatical
form ; 'ruffians were abducting and ravishing a young woman'.
Apparently the phantasy remained unchanged but as a matter
of fact the subject had shifted his identity from the girl to the
ruffians. He was now playing the active sadistic role. The
whole nature of the phantasy was thus completely reversed by the
simple process of changing the identification point from the
nominative or subject to the object of the original situation. The
language used by the patient remained an infalible guide to the
patient's mental attitude. Analysis merely served to confirm it.
The active sadistic phantasy was also pleasurable. The next version
of the phantasy was that 'the leader of the ruffians compelled the
subject by threat of violence to accompany them and made him
take part in the abduction and the subsequent gang-rape*. This
phantasy was painful but at the same time it was eagerly indulged
in and would produce sleep ; the earlier phantasies lost their charm
at this stage. The phantasy was obviously a compromise between
the active sadism and the passive masochism. The threat of
violence to the subject by the leader of the gang represented the
>"ginal passive phantasy and the kidnapping and rape by the subject
tood for active sadism. Gradually the pain in the phantasy situation
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was replaced by pleasure and the ruffians were removed from the
field, the subject himself now conducted the operations. The
phantasy was expressed in the form 'I am forcibly abducting a girl
and ravishing her'. Some time later this was replaced by 'a girl is
being forcibly abduced and ravished by me.' The first personal
pronoun T came into the field and dominated the phantasies till
they were ultimately discarded. Sleep was now possible without
indulgence in phantasy whatever.
The see-saw mechanism took the advantage of suitable
grammatical forms to express itself- It was found that the masochism
and the sadism were the contending elements and each acted
alternately as the repressor and the repressed in phantasy formation.
I have not discussed the genesis of the other symptoms of the patient,
e. g., looking at a cigar or a hole in a garment. I may say that the
same type of opposition was seen to determine these symptoms also,
only the individual wishes were different.
Any number of cases could be cited in support of ray deductions.
An analyst, who takes care to note down the free associations
of his patients, is sure to come across the see-saw mechanism as
I have described it. It may be that in the first stage of the analysis
the same conscious and unconscious attitudes are seen to persist
for days together but the alternation of opposite tendencies is sure
to manifest itself at some period or other. I have seldom found
it missing. Any situation can be studied from three different standpoints viz, those of the subject, the object and the act. If the
attention of the analyst is directed solely to the act the see-saw
machanism is likely to escape observation. The see-saw phenomenon
gives us an insight into the operations of the contending forces of
the mind, and any theory that neglects to take an account of it is
bound to be incomplete.
Other Facts
Hitherto I have been discussing data from my own case records.
I shall now take up certain other facts of normal and abnormal
mental life that would serve to confirm the tentative hypotheses
put forward by me. Let us consider the phenomenon of retaliation
in normal life. I have already said something in connection with
it while discussing the first case. It was seen that retaliation gave
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vent to a tension resulting from a compulsory submission to an
unpleasant situation wilfully induced by another person. For the
purpose of our analysis I shall take a simple case of retalition
from normal life. A strikes B ; B retaliates by striking back A.
In retaliating, B behaves exactly like A. Retaliation follows the
old Mosaic law, eye for eye, tooth for tooth. Judging from the
standpoint of the act only, one might say that in retaliation, the
act remaining constant, the subject and object reverse their roles.
From the standpoint of the object it will be seen that in the
primary situation B is compelled to play the passive role whereas
in retaliation he takes the active part. This is exactly the opposite
of A's position ; A is active in the original situation but is compelled to play the passive part while B is retaliating. The reversal
of the subject-object relationship gives us the clue to the mechanism
of retaliation.
Retaliation, Revenge and Retribution
So long as B is not able to retaliate he feels an unpleasant
tension which is replaced by pleasure during the execution of the
retaliatory act. To what is this unpleasant tension due ? What
is the source of pleasure in retaliation ? Why does the retaliatory
act follow the Mosaic law ? These are some of the pertinent
questions that demand an answer. It will not do to say that all
this is self-evident and requires no explanation. It is easily seen
that the satisfaction that accrues from the retaliatory act is attached
to the fulfilment of the retaliatory wish. All wishes during realization give rise to pleasure and when inhibited produce painful tension.
The action phase of a wish-fulfilment situation determines the
quality of feeling experienced by the subject. There is pleasantness
when the act is unhindered and unpleasantnees when there is any
obstruction to it. We therefore find that in being struck, B
develops a wish which is exactly identical in all respects with the
wish felt by A in striking, except for the subject-object relationship
which is seen to be reversed. The genesis of this wish could only
explained by the supposition that it was a reaction which was
equal and opposite to the original action. This explanation, which
is allied to the Newtonian law, is more physical than psychological.
If we assume that in B there existed the pair of opposite wishes, to
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strike and be struck, even before A came into the field we can find an
easy solution to the problem. These opposite wishes under the ordinary
conditions of life would mutually inhibit each other and would not
obtrude themselves on B's consciousness. There would be
unpleasantness in the act of giving a blow and in receiviug it. In
receiving the blow from A, the unconscious wish to be struck was
fulfilled, and the opposite wish, now freed from its restraint,
clamoured for satisfaction, and came up into the conscious mind.
So long as it was not fulfilled the unpleasant tension continued
to trouble B. If we now look at the problem from A's standpoint
we shall find that most probably A felt himself in the position
of an injured person when he struck B, so that the wish to strike
developed, after a real or imaginary satisfaction of the opposite
passive wish, in a manner exactly similar to that in the case of B. If
there was no real or imaginary grievance on the part of A, and if he
had been compelled to play the aggresive role owing to circumstances
over which he had no voluntary control, the opposite wish to be
struck being now free, would come into his conscious mind as a fear
of assault from B, i.e., he would develop a dread of retribution.
This factor is at the root of what we have described before as the
punishing conscience which represents both a wish and a threat,
The presence of these opposite types of wishes was clearly evidence
in the retaliatory phantasies of the patient in the first illustrative
case. The theoretical interpretation thus receives a confirmation.
An act of revenge is a retaliatory operation and is to be
explained on similar grounds. In retaliation the injury done to the
aggresor is identical with the injury received, whereas in revenge
it may take a different form altogether. The deviation from the
original Mosaic law is to be explained on the basis of other complicating factors amongst which symbolism plays an important role.
Repressed wishes, allied to but not directly connected with the
retaliatory tendency, join hands with the latter in revengeful acts ;
the revenge may be out of all proportion to the original injury.
Punishment
Although the true aim of punishment consists in the reform of
the offender and the protection of other individuals in a society, it has
its ultimate sanction in the law of retaliation. This is why even Under
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the present civilized conditions of life legal punishment often takes
the form more of a revengeful act than a measure of 'social defence',
A man who administers punishment is supposed to be free from any
emotional bias. As a matter of fact the punisher unconsciously
identifies himself with the injured person, and is influenced by his own
repressed tendencies. Retaliation and revenge thus come to vitiate
punishment. When the aggrieved person administers the punishment
himself there is not much to differentiate between revenge and
punishment. In punishing, the punisher commits the same act as
the offender, and never notices the absurdity of the situation. Retaliation, revenge, retribution and punishment may all be explained on
the supposition that pairs of opposite types of wishes exist in every
individual ; the two wishes forming a pair are mutually contradictory
in nature and thus inhibit each other ; owing to mutual inhibition
of the action phase of each they do not obtrude themselves on
our consciousness under normal conditions; if the environment is
such that one of the pair finds satisfaction then the other is at once
set free and comes up into consciousness as a strong desire. If the
removal of inhibition is not complete owing to an imperfect satisfaction of the first wish or if secondary defenses are set up, the
released wish is apprehended in consciousness as a fear or is tinged
with somcother unpleasant feeling-tone such as shame, disgust, etc.
Conscience
Conscience is the faculty by which a person distinguishes
between right and wrong, It has been supposed to be a trait that is
innate in every individual. The ethical value of an act is ultimately
determined by a reference to one's own conscience. All attempts
to analyse it by writers on ethics have failed. Freud has offered a
psychological explanation of its origin. According to him conscience
is derived from the super-ego which is the product of introjection
of outside social authority, particularly that of the parents,
within the ego of the individnal. The parental injunctions in being
incorporated with the ego are felt as dictates of conscience which
assume the character of a categorical imperative.
I want to draw special attention to certain peculiarities of the
entity called the conscience* From the standpoint of the individual
the entire fabric of morality is seen to test on this foundation. The
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operations of the conscience do not fol' • he same course in all
persons or even in the seme person at riuierent times. What is
considered an immoral act by one person may be regarded as moral
by another. The sensitiveness of the conscience is subject to growth
or decay. In infancy and the early stages of childhood there is no
evidence cf any conscience ; the child is originally an amoral being.
The development of the conscience in the child and the line it follows
are dependent to a great extent on the social and parental influences
of early life. In certain types of religious persons and in some
psycho-neurotics the conscience becomes abnormally sensitive ; this
sensitiveness is to a great extent removable by psycho-analysis. Under
particular conditions, to be mentioned presently, the conscience
might cease to act.
The operation of what is called conscience is limited to the
moral sphere. It is only human relations that have primarily an
ethical value. By identification, our attitude towards animals may
suffer an anthropomorphic change and then the sphere of morality
extends to include our dealings with them. An animal, unless invested
with this significance remains beyond the pale of moral consideration.
To beat a dog may be an immoral act but our conscience need not
trouble us in killing an animal for food or game, or even in kicking
a 'native'.
In all retaliatory acts the pangs of conscience are absent. The
inhibitions imposed by conscience have a striking resemblance to the
restrictions of actions brought about by repression. Our actions
towards inanimate objects have no moral value. A dress or a drink
immoral only in so far as it leads to an alteration of human relations
in 'a. manner regarded as undesirable by the society. Human
social behaviour is characterized by the possibility of reversal of
subject-object relationship ; the conscience becomes operative
only in such cases. It is possible to strike another person and
be struck by him, to steal another's property and have one's
own property stolen by him, to pay a social call and to receive it
and so on. The ten commandments refer to such situations only.
It is this peculiarity of the possibility of reversal that carries with
it an ethical value. Moral considerations do not primarily trouble
us where eating, walking and similar activities are concerned.
Repression also follows a similar law. We do not come across

teprssion phenomenon in the sphere of hunger which like sex, is a
powerful instinct and which is similarly liable to meet with
obstructions in life. Repression and conscience are most in evidence
in the domain of sex love in which such opposite situations are the
rule. Social duty, e.g., paying a call, which carries with it an idea
of right or wrong is allied to moral duty with its ethical value. In
the ordinary affairs of our life when everything goes on according to
the accepted social code the operations of the conscience are not:
much in evidence ; it is only when an act has been committed,
either in thought or in deed, that is contrary to the individual's
moral convention, that the conscience manifests itself as a sense of
guilt, There is another aspects of conscience besides that of the
passing of judgement of guilty or not guilty ; it is an urge which may
express itself in prohibitions and commands. The first corresponds
to a judical verdict and the second to an executive action. The
urge may be psychologically respresented by a wish. It may act
either in a positive direction, as in the desire for penance after a
wrong deed, or in a negative manner, in bringing about an inhibition
of a contemplated immoral act. The desire for penance or the wish
for a punishment may remain only in the unconscious mind and may
be responsible, as in some patients, for bringing about painful conscious
situations without the subject's being aware of the connection. This
has been called 'the punishing conscience' by psycho-analysts. The
conscious desire for penance or the punishing conscience becomes
active only after an immoral deed has been committed either actually
or in imagination. In some cases the unconscious desire for punishment appears in conscious mind as a fear of retribution. In its
executive capacity the conscience issues prohibitions of the type 'thou
shalt not strike another person because it is immoral*. Curiously
enough if some person happens to give a blow to another the
conscience of the injured indiviual immediately ceases to operate,
and the desire to retaliate becomes prominent in him. It seems as
if conscience could be paralysed by a single blow.
The theory of the opposite wish, as I have described it in
connection with the phenomenon of retaliation, will serve to explain
all the peculiarities of '* ~^nscience both in normal and in abnormal
individuals. If we a
id that pairs of opposite wishes appropriate
to different ethical situations are in continuous conflict in every
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one of us we can easily expliain the inhibitions of conscience and
their disappearance in special cases when one or the other of the
pair finds satisfacion. When the active wish of the pair is fulfilled
the corresponding passive one appears in consciousness as a desire
for punishment or penance and when the passive one is satisfied
the active wish emerges as an urge for retaliation. Moral value
depends on the presence of the conflict and comes up into
consciousness as the sense of guilt. When the repression is removed
as in retalition, pleasure arises in place of the unpleasant guilty
feeling. I shall discuss the relative merits of this theory and
the theory of the super-ego later on.
Imitation and Identity
The phenomenon of imitation next demands our attention.
Imitation has an important bearing on the development of the child's
ego. The child learns many things by imitation. The imitative tendency
is supposed by many to be an insitinct and no attempt has been
made to analyse it. It is closely allied'to retaliation on the one
hand to identification on the other. Its manifestations are best
studied in the case of the child. In the early stage of its
development the child receives its mother's attentions and caresses
in a passive manner. As the child grows older it begins to play
the active role and returns the caresses and affections of the
mother. In being kissed the child learns to kiss. This behaviour
is very similar to retaliation and can be explained on the basis
of the same theory. The desires 'to kiss' and 'be kifsed' remain
in mutual conflict in the child at this stage so that in being
kissed, the child returns the kiss, and in actively kissing its mother
the child expects a kiss form her. If we are to explain the genesis
of the active desire in ihe child we have to extend the theory
a little further. Hitherto we have been supposing that opposite
pairs of wishes existed simultaneously in the same individual but
in the case of the child it would seem that repeated submission
to the passive situation was necessary before the active wish would
appear. In this respect imitation differs from retalition in which
the active wish remains in the unconscious in a full-fledged state
and requires only a single experience to rouse it. It would be
justifiable to suppose that the passive situation, to which the
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child is subjected, gradually leads to the development of the passive
wish which in turn gives rise to the active one. The active wish
may be supposed to remain latent at first and as the passive wish
grows in strength by repeated submissions to the appropriate
situation, the active one also correspondingly becomes stronger
till at last it outgrows its latency and becomes a fully developed
wish. It is at this stage that the satisfacion of the passive wish
leads to the release of its active counterpart resulting in an imitative
behaviour. The active wish may therefore be considered to arise as
a sort of reaction to the passive wish. In imitation there is an
identity of action with the original situation. Imitation may therefore
be called action-identity as distinguished form ego-identity to be
explained presently. Action-identity is to be seen when the child
repeats a word it hears. In listening to the word the child plays
the passive role and in repeating it he imitates the original
action. Action-identity gradually leads to the development
of ego-identity. In imitating the mother, the child not only acts
like her but also feels like her. This unity or identity of feeling
is more or less a passive experience at first, and has been
called empathy in psychological text-books. By empathy or egoidentity the child places himself in the position of the mother
or in other words he experiences the same desires and feelings
as his mother. When action-identity and ego-identity fuse together
there is complete identification with the object of tha previous
wish situation. This is the stage at which the child play the
mother with its dolls. In the action-identity phase the child's
wish had its own mother as its object whereas in the ego-identity
phase he takes up the position of the previous object, i.e., of his
mother and has a substitute for himself, viz, the doll for the
object. The opposition between the original situation and the
action-identity phase is one between activity and passivity whereas
the opposition in the ego-identity phases is one between the
subject and the object ; it is more thorough than the first form
of opposition. We can now understand why identification with
the object in an unpleasant wish situation should give relief to
the painful tension. Identification which includes within it actionidentity and ego-identity or empathy enables us to understand the
other man's postition and to sympathize with him ; it develops
9
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tolerance and leads to an expansion of the ego. It is the basis
of all true love. It gives us the clue to the mechanism of
introjection in which the love object is incorporated with the
ego. The theory of the opposite wish would thus explain the
genesis of the super-ego and the mode of its action. It has
been asserted by Freud that the oedipus love succumbs to the
threat of the super-ego. In view of the explanation of the mechanism
of introjection and identifiction given here it would be more
correct to say that ceiipus lova is adjusted by the realization of
the opposite types of wishes in the child-parent situation. Our
second illustrative case would support this contention. The explanation of identification on the basis of the theory of opposite
wish will clear up many obscure points in psycho-pathology.
Identification with Inanimate Objects
The field of identification is much wider than would appear
at first sight. I have been hitherto discussing the relations of the
Subject or the ego with other human beings. I shall now point
out the role of the subject in wish situations where inanimate things
stand for objects, Let us take the simple wish to eat sugar for our
consideration. In feeling the desire to eat sugar the subject realizes
the special characteristic of sugar, viz, its sweetness. Without an
appreciation of this quality the object loses all its significance.
The process of appreciation is exactly similar to that of identification
which enables us, as we have seen, to understand the other man's
position. We may therefore assume that an object, with its special
features, is apprehended in a wish situation by the mechanism
of identification. I have shown that in all cases of identification
with the object two opposite types of wishes must be supposed to
exist. The wish 'to eat sugar' has for its counterpart the passive
wish 'to be eaten up as sugar1 ; the latter can only be satisfied by
the subject's placing himself in the position of sugar or in other
words by identification with sugar. The passive wish therefore
supplies the motive force for identification which results in the
application of the characteristics of the object ; when this happens
both the conscious active wish 'to eat sugar' and the unconscious
passive one 'to be eaten up as sugat.* can find simultaneous satisfaction in the same a c t ; the active wish is satisfied directly ancj
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the unconscious passive one indirectly fulfilled by the mechanism
of identification. All conflict between the two opposing forces is
thus avoided, and the act of eating sugar is pleasurably toned.
It would seem that in all relations of the subjects, the opposite
counterpart of the conscious wish seldom or never goes beyond
the stage of latency ; there is no possibility of direct fulfilment
of such a wish in real life ; but identification always remains
unhindered, or we might say that the object becomes significant
only to the extent to which identification is successful. It will
be seen that in full and complete identification lies the solution
of the conflict in repression, because it is only by this means
that opposite type of wishes can have simultaneous satisfaction.
There is no other way to avoid the struggle. From a study of
psycho-neurotic cases I have come to the conclusion that alternate
satisfaction of the opposing tendencies by itself does not remove
repression. Tha see-saw mechanism seems to be a necessary
preliminary to perfect identification which alone removes the conflict.
The case histories I have cited before will support this assertion.
Sexual Modesty
Sexual modesty affords yet another illustration of the conflict
of opposite wishes in normal life. Modesty has bzen sought to
be explained on biological lines a conglomeration of fears having
their origin in sexual immaturity and periodicity. Modesty is a
protective mechanism that develops when a female has to face a
sexual situation in a state of unpreparedness. Certain workers
however have pointed out that modesty has its origin in conflict.
Hohenesmer traces it to a struggle between a fear and a wish.
I think that the manifestations of modesty are best explained by
the theory of the opposite wish. The fear and repulsion, which
are important constituents of modesty along with pleasure and
attraction, are traceable to the conflict between opposite wishes
coming up at the same time. This theory will also account for
modesty in the male. The pleasure of being violated receives a
satisfactory explanation on this supposition. A modest woman
tries to hide her personal charms, specially those connected with
sex. This is due to the inhibition of the trait known as exhibitionism.
The desire to be seen is its chief characterisitic. It is opposed
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by observationjsnj or the peeping tendency, When a girl is
confronted in some delicate situation the exhibitionistic tendency
is satisfied involuntarily ; under such circumstances, in her efforts
to hide face with her hands, she feels a tendency to look between
the fiingers. This may be explained by the supposition that the
opposite peeping tendency becomes free as a result of the
satisfaction of its counterpart. The peeping tendency is stronger
in purdah women than in those who have opportunities of
being seen and admired by men. The female dress hides the naked
charms but at the same time it imparts prominence to the secondary
sexual organs such as the breasts and the nates. These opposite traits
are traceable to the working of opposite wishes. Modesty therefore
represents a repression phenomenon, Hohenesmer is right when
he says that a perfect man who knows no inner conflict has no sense
of shame.
The Wish
I have mentioned some of the salient facts that led to the
formulation of the theory of opposite wish. These and other similar
findings constitute empirical foundation on which the theory rests. It
will be desirable at this state to examine its underlying psychological
concepts, A clear statement of the nature of the psychical proceesses
involved will enable us to make a systematic presentation of the
theory as a whole with its logical structure and its implications, and
to form a critical estimate of it. For this purpose I shall freely quote
from my previous writings.
In connection with the phenomenon of repression I had to
mention frequently that a wish might come into conflict with another,
might suffer inhibition in its effort towards fulfilment and might be
rendered entirely unconscious- In psycho-analysis the term 'wish'
is used in a sense somewhat different from its usual connotation. It
is therefore important that the special significance attached to it
should be clearly understood.
The present-day psycho-analytic concept of wish is something
very much wider than what the classical psychologists understand by
that term. The problem of the unconscious wish did not arise with
them and the text-books are naturally silent on the point We do
find a description of will by academic psychologists. The term 'will'
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conveys with it a connotation of a choice between alternatives,
whereas wish simply indicates a desire. Kuelpe says "The one
phenomenon which is characteristic of will is the consciousness of the
result, the end or aim of its activity."
Beginning from a voluntary act of choice where the end is fully
in view and proceeding to reflex movements where there is absolutely
no consciousness of the aim, we can indicate all sorts of imperceptible
gradations. It is therefore justifiable to extend the scope of the term
wish to include experiences of the unconscious type also ; particularly
so when by introspection after an analysis, a subject is sometimes
able to appreciate as a conscious process the aim which remained
unconscious before ; that is in such cases the previously unconscious
wish has become conscious. There is no ground for supposing that
the aim was absent before and developed de novo.
Bearing in mind the above considerations we might attempt a
description of wish as a peculiar psychic process conscious or
unconscious which precedes or accompanies the tendency of the
organism in its effort to change the environment so as to have an
adjustment different from the existing one. This description, however
is more biological than psychological. A psychological description
to include the whole range of phenomena covered by the concept
wish is an impossibility, because of the existence of wishes of the
unconscious type. A wish only becomes a matter for introspection
or psychological description when it becomes conscious. Taking
into consideration this limitation we might give a psychological
description of a conscious wish as a peculiar feeling of activity and
power, which appears to change a group of existing perceptions
for another.
Attributes of Wish
A wish like a sensation has got certain attributes. The same
wish may by either strong or weak at different times. We can
therefore posit an attribute of intensity for the wish. The idea of
intensity of a specific wish carries with it a connotation of energy.
When a mental content changes its character in any way it would not
be improper to assume the existence of mental energy on the analogy
of physical energy and no mental proces is endowed with a greater
potentiality for bringing about a change in a group of mental presenta
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tions than wish. Wish therefore has all the characteristics analogous
to those of energy in the physical sphere. A wish possesses the
further attribute of quality. The quality may be conveniently
described as the content of the wish- Wishes may be identical, similar
or dissimilar so far as their contents are concerned. The attribute
of duration is also clearly discernible in wishes of conscious type.
The most important attribute of wish from the psycho-analytic
standpoint is what may be called the attribute of clearness. When
the aim is fully realised by the subject the wish may be called a
clear or a conscious wish, The clearness of wish is a variable
characteristic.
In the case of reflex actions also we might assume an unconscious
motivation because no action is purposeless ; the aim lies entirely
beyond the range of awareness and there is no possibility of its ever
appearing in consciousness. The clearness of the wish corresponds
with "awareness" of the aim.
Elements of wish
Let us take the example of a fully conscious wish for the
purpose of analysis — A wants to strike B. In such a wish as this
there are several elements. There is the subject A who feels
the striving to strike as a wish. There is the object B with reference
to whom the wish develops. The particular action concerned in
wish is the action of striking. The fulfilment of the wish would
result in the development of pleasure for the subject. So long as the
wish is not fulfilled there is a sort of tension which may be either
pleasant (fore-pleasure in sexual acts) or unpleasant. The fulfilment
of the wish results in the relief of the tension. The relief of
pain is a negative way of getting pleasure.
Grammatically speaking a sentence expressing a wish consists
of the subject, object and verb. Grammarians tell us that there is
such a thing as an intransitive verb and there is no object when an
intransitive verb is concerned. All verbs indicate action and action
means a change in the environment so that there is always the
environment which acts as the object ; when I say 'I walk1 I really
mean that by executing the movements of walking I produce certain
changes in my enviornment so that in walking I really want a new
set of impressions and this new adjustment forms the real object for
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the intransitive verb 'walk.' According to this view then all verbs
are primarily transitive ; and intransitive verbs in language could be
used in a transitive way also- My view therefore is that there is no
wish without an object.
Analysis of wish
My previous statements have shown that in all wishes there
is a subject, object and an act in which both the subject and the
object are concerned. A wish therefore may be taken to represent
subject-object relationship. In the example previously mentioned
where A wants to strike B the fulfilment of the wish would be
represented by the expression A strikes B. Here A as a subject
acts in a special manner with reference to B. The subject A must
therefore have some sort of appreciation of the object B. The wish
cannot be fulfilled without this appreciation of the object. If we
now try and analyse what is meant by the appreciation of an object
we shall find that it consists in the subject's feeling the existence
of certain characteristics in the object B. B must have influenced
A in a certain manner which calls forth the desire of A to strike B.
The impression produced by B on A's mind leads to the appreciation
of some of B*s attributes, that is, A places himself unconsciously in
B's situation There is splitting up, as it were, of A's personality
into two halves ; one of these gets identified with B who is the object
thus enabling A to appreciate how B is to be dealt with. The
remaining half of the personality makes A act as the subject. If we
consider the whole situation we find that there is an inherent
opposition in the subject-object relationship. A strikes wheras B is
struck. To strike and be struck are opposites and it is impossible
for the mind to appreciate both the situations simultaneously in
consciousness. If we designate the phase of strikiag as the subjective
phase of the personality and the phase of being struck as the objective
phase we might say that the subjective phase and the objective phase
are mutually opposed to each other, and in all acts the subjective
phase only comes up into consciousness. The objective phase identifies
itself with the object in an unconscious manner, and leads to the
perception of the object in the conscious mind of the subject.
Whenever we appreciate any characteristic of the object it means
that a portion of our own personality has identified itself with the
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object. In all perceptions therefore there is an unconscious
projection of a part of the personality on the object. In the
case of a subjective perception also the objective phase becomes
identified with the perception and leads to the appreciation of its
characteristics.
Whenever a subject feels the strain of a certain wish it may be
supposed that the ego has split up into two opposite halves, and
along with the conscious wish there has appeared a latent and
unconscious one of an exactly opposite character as a counterpart
of the conscious wish. This unconscious counterpart identifies itself
with the object and makes the subject aware of the characteristics
of the object. We may express the whole situation by saying that
half of the subject's ego attaches itself to the object so that the
person really behaves consciously as a subject and unconsciously
as the object. These two functions are diametrically opposite,
and as I have mentioned before, they could not come up
into consciousness at one and the same time. The nature of
the opposition between the subject and the object will be discussed
later.
Perception and Wish
Psychologists have pointed out the importance of the action
attitude in all perceptions. The action attitude constitues the meaning
part of the perception and without it no perceptions possible. The
meaning is not always in the conscious sphere of the mind but
may exist as a cortical set, i.e., as an unconscious mental attitude.
Every perception therefore carries with it a potential wish as
represented by the action attitude and without this wish factor no
perception can possibly arise in consciousness. A perception then
depends on a wish, and a wish, as I hive pointed out before,
always centres round the perception of an object. We seem to
have an argument in a circle here. The explanation lies in the
fact that only objects are perceived that respond to certain
latent or patent wishes in the subject. Wundt also considers
apperception and will as ultimatley one and the same function
(see Kuelpe—Outlines of Psychology, p. 450). In all perceptions
also there is a splitting up of the personality into two halves as
I have already mentioned in discussing the question of analysis
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of wish. The subjective phase of the personality apprehends the
object in a perception as something different from the ego and
also as something to be modified by the ego, and the objective
phase by getting itself identified with the object becomes
responsible for the appreciation of the characteristics of the
object. A perception therefore cannot exist apart from a wish.
When the latent action attitude in a perception becomes patent
a conscious wish with reference to the object develops.
Objective and Subjective Wish
Every perception of an object has a dual aspect as I have
indicated in one of my previous papers.7 When I perceive an
object, say a lamp, I see the lamp as something distinct from
me, i.e., as an object outside my ego. This is the objective phase
of perception. The lamp produces certain sensations in me. Its
shape , its size, the intensity of* the light, &tc, are my subjective
experiences, i.e., the ego feels these sensations as its own. The
direction of attention perception may be either towards the external
object or towards the subjective changes produced by the object.
When I see a tiger in the jungle I do not pause to consider
what changes the tiger produces in me. My whole attention
is engrossed in the tiger and I react to it without feeling the
changes that take place in me. In a visual perception the
attention is mostly directed towards the object. In tactual, gustatory,
olfactory, and kineesthetic sensations the attention is usually directed
towards the subjective experience. Both the subjective and objective
phases of a perception are invested with distinct action attitudes
so that each phase may be considered as complete in itself and as
such the wish may have for its object either objective phase, i.e., the
external object or the subjective phase, i.e., the sensations produced
by the object. The ego shows the same splitting into opposite
halves in both the subjective and the objective phases of the
perception. To use our terminology the subjective and objective
action attitudes are present in both the subjective phase of a
perception. I have repeatedly pointed out the inherent opposition
7. G Bose—Is Perception an Illusion ? Indian Journal of Psychology,Vol. J,
No, 3. 1926
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between the subjective and the objective action attitudes of the ego
and I should like to mention here that there is some sort of opposition
also, although of a different type, between the subjective and
objective phases of the perception. The two are not simultaneously
present in consciousness ; it is as if in attending to one we lost sight
of the other.

In most actions which are considered socially desirable the
interest is egofugal. It is my contention that in an ideal wish situation
the interest of the ego should be capable of being directed both
egofugally and egopetally ; it is only then that the full implication of
the action is understood and appreciated.

A wish may by either of the active or passive type. When I
want to strike a person the wish is of the active variety; on the
other hand when I want to be struck by a person the wish is of the
passive type.

Classification of wish

It is not always however that the wish manifests itself with
reference to outside objects. A subjective perception might be
the object of the ego's activities. Wishes may therefore be classified
under another rubric—objective or subjective. The objective and
subjective wishes should be carefully distinguished from the objective
and subjective phase of the ego in any wish situation. Both an
objective and a subjective wish have their subjective and objective
counterparts.
Egofugal and Egopetal interest
The direction of interest of the ego in any wish situation is
generally associated with the direction of attention and with the
direction of pleasure. Take for example the wish 'I make a gift to
a person and feel that I relieve his sufferings.' Here the direction
of interest is towards the object. 'I make a gift and feel that 1 am
kind'here the direction of interest is towards the ego. The pleasure
in a wish situation may be directed either towards the subject or
the object or the action. When I say that 'I feel a nice sensation*
I describe the sensation as nice, i.e., my own pleasure has been
projected on to the sensation. All adjectives are really feelings of
the ego projected on to an object. Adverbs generally shown the
attachment of the ego's feelings to action. When I make a gift
and feel that I am kind the direction of my interest is towards the
ego, i.e., it is 'egopetal' if I may use that term. When in making
a gift I feel that I have relieved the sufferings of a poor man the
interest is 'egofugal'. The origin of egofugal wish is an interesting
problem. It always means a certain amount of conscious identification
on the part of the ego with object.

Wishes can therefore by classified according as they are active
or passive, objective or subjective, egofugal or egopetal. It may
be of interest to point out here that generally speaking a normal
hetero-sexual love wish is of the objective egofugal type, so also is
a homo-sexual wish ; a narcissistic love wish is usually of the
subjective egopetal type and an auto-erotic wish is of the subjective
egofugal variety. It must not be understood that the above
statements are universally true. There is always an intermixture
of the various types of wishes in the different love situations.
Opposition between wishes
The question of opposition between the different types of
wishes is of great inportance from the standpoint o£ practical psychoanalysis. According to my theory of repression a wish is only
repressed by its opposite wish and the social and environmental
factors play a secondary role. Whenever we come across a strong
defensive action attitude in conscious life we may be certain of its
opposite counterpart remaining in the unconscious level. A
knowledge of the different types of opposition is therefore of great
help to the psycho-analyst. Activity is opposed by passivity and
egofugal interest is opposed by ego-petal interest. We may state
generally that the opposition between two active or two passive
wishes is only possible when there is an opposition between an
egofugal and an egopetal interest and even then the opposition is
of a slight degree. The opposition is more marked between
corresponding active and passive wishes when the direction of interest
remains identical. The opposition is absolute between corresponding
active and passive wishes when the direction of interest in the two
wishes are also opposed.
I shall now consider the question whether there is any
opposition between an objective and a corresponding subjective
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wish. This question is identical with the question whether
there is an opposition between the attitudes towards an objective
and the corresponding subjective perception. In one case the wish
concerns itself with the object and in the other case with the
subjective perceptions produced by the object. The two attitudes
are different and consequently there is some form of opposition.
It seems that the ego in directing its attention to the one loses sight
of the other.

Plessure and pain
Avoidance of pain and the attainment of pleasure are the
motives which guide all our life activities. Pain according to my
view is not a primary feeling. It is the result of repression, i.e., a
struggle between two pleasurable elements. Avoidance of pain is
thus the negative aspect of attainment of pleasure. It is impossible
to define the nature of pleasure which is a primary mental element.
Pleasure has been described by certain psychologists of the old school
as an element of parasitic nature- It has no independent existence.
It arises either out of a perception or an acticn. Although we might
call a perception pleasurable there is no such thing as perception of
pleasure. This is also true of pain. Experimental psychologists however
describe a sensation of pain as different from the feeling of pain.
The sensation of pain is developed at the pain spots. I do not intend
to discuss the genesis of pain here. Suffice it to say that the pain
in the sensation of pain is exactly identical with the pain in any
other situation, it is a true feeling that appears to be inseparably
attached to the sensation of touch at the pain spot. The nearest
approach to a perception of pleasure as distinguished from a
pleasurable perception is that peculiar state which alienists have
described as euphoria. There is a general feeling of pleasure apart
from any specific perception. But here again a careful analysis
would reveal the fact the pleasurable feeling is attached to organic
sensations which usually remain unnoticed. A person who has
deeply fallen in love for the first time and who feels that his
love is reciprocated has his mind always filled with pleasure. Here
also the pleasure has no real independent existence but is attached
to perceptions which ordinarily remain indifferent.
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Pleasure in wish
In my discussion on the nature of wish I have pointed out
the presence of an action attitude and its importance in all
perceptions. There is no perception without a wish. Pleasure
therefore according to this view attached only to wish situations.
When an action corresponding to an unopposed wish is being executed
pleasure makes its appearance. So long as a wish remains unfulfilled
a certain amount of tension is felt by the ego. Most unfulfilled
wishes carry with them an unpleasant affect i it is only in the
fulfilment of a wish that the pleasure lies. There are certain
situations in which an unfulfilled wish gives rise to pleasure and
this pleasure may be more intense than that arising out of the
corresponding act. The sexual fore-plesure which one anticipates
from a promised treat belong to this group. When the forepleasure or the anticipatory pleasure is greater in intensity than
the pleasure attached to the corresponding action one may be sure
that repression is at work. The fore-pleasure and the anticpatory
pleasure depend on the satisfaction of subsidiary wishes attached
to the main wish and to an imaginary fulfilment as in day dreams.
When the main wish is under partial repression the affect attached
to it finds vent in fore-pleasure situation which thus gain in
importance.
Pleasure is originally the ego's concern. But in certain wish
situations the ego feels as if the object experienced the pleasure.
It is just like the egofugal interest I have spoken of before in
my analysis of wish. The ego projects itself on to the object
and feels that it is the object which experiences the pleasure.
If the ego does not feel any pleasure on its own account but
transfers it all to the object it is an indication of repression. In
the case of inanimate objects and its own subjective sensations
the ego can seldom transfer itself completely to the objective
situation.
When the object is endowed with consciousness and is looked
upon as a secondary ego the unconscious objective reaction
phase not only makes it possible for us to appreciate the
characteristics of the object as in ordinary objective wish situations
but it also leads to development of the desire for reciprocity
in the conscious mind of the primary ego. Its operation can be
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detected by noticing the direction and the point of attachment of
pleasure.
Pleasure is sometimes attached to the primary ego or the subject
and sometimes to the secondry ego which is the object and
sometimes again to the act. The subject or the object either enjoys or
receive pleasure. It might appear at first sight that pleasure in
such cases acts as a secondary perception, i.e., as an object for
the subject's experience. But it is not really so. The active
enjoyment or the passive reception really refers to the ego's attiude
towards the act. The feeling of pleasure is sui generis. When
the pleasure is attached to the act becomes pleasurable and this
situation is expressed grammatically the use of an adverb. It is
obvious that pleasure can only be exprienced by the ego, so when
it is referred to an action it may be assumed that there is some
sort of resistance on the part of the ego towards pleasure- When
the primary ego develops resistance towards pleasure it is at first
referred to the act (adverb) and if the resistance be stronger it is
referred to the object as an adjective. In a situation with an adjective
the pleasure is still the ego's pleasure but it is described in terms of
the object. When the resistance is still stronger the pleasure is
completely detached from the primary ego and is supposed to be
experienced by the object which functions as a secondary ego.
If the resistance towards pleasure goes on increasing still the
secondary ego also is prevented from enjoying or receiving it.
The pleasure is the referred to the conscious action phase of the
secondary ego and in the next stage to its unconscious reaction
pease- Thus with increasing resistance the pleasure is finally referred
to the objective half of the primary ego, thus completing a circuit
as it were. The objective action phase of the ego is exactly opposite
to the subjective or the conscious action phase and a failure to realise
consciously this opposite wish phase provides the motive force for
repression. The ego continuosly strives for self-realisation through
objects outside its own self and pleasure is an expression of such
realisation. Just as consciousness indicates the functioning of the ego
so does pleasure indicate its phase of self-realisation. Every act of
the ego when unresisted is attended with pleasure so that unrepressed
consciousness and pleasure are merely the two phases of the same
manifestation.
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Consciousness
If we study the process by which a conscious wish becomes
unconscious and an unconscious wish is rendered conscious, we are
led to the conclusion that the quality of awareness is intimately
connected with the freedom of expression of the wish concerned. It is
the action phase of the wish that seems to be primarily invested with
consciousness. When an action corresponding to a wish is inhibited,
as in repression, the wish disappears from consciousness. In animals
a forcible restriction of movement results in the production of a
cataleptic state with its accompanying retraction of the field of
consciousness, I have shown elsewhere8 that a perception ceases to
be conscious if its meaning disappears. The meaning is the expression
of the action attitude of a subject towards the object. Bergson is
also of opinion tbat it is the meaning aspect which carries the quality
of consciousness. In reflex, automatic and habitual actions again
consciousness is very much restricted. In the first stage of habit
formation the action remains fully conscious : as the habit develops
the quality of awareness gradually disappears from the habitual act.
Reflex and automatic acts are in a sense unconscious from the very
beginning. This would lead one to suppose that when the action
is unimpeded there is no consciousness either. Consciousness therefore arises only when there is some resistance in action. There is
neither any consciousness when the obstruction to action is insurmountable nor when the impediment has been completely removed.
In this respect consciouness may be compared to the glow of a lamp
in an electrical circuit. The lamp does not burn when the resistance
is too great nor when there is a short-circuit that rem6ves it altogether.
The facts of normal and abnormal psychology available up till now
will not allow us to say anything more about the appearance
of consciousness in mental life. The restriction or abolition of
consciousness seen in adaptation, sleep, hypnotism, trance states,
alternating personality, chloroform narcosis, etc., may all be
explained on the supposition that action remains inhibited during
these states.

8. G. Bose—Is Perception an
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The Theoretical Ego
Metaphysically the ego has been described as 'the conscious and
permanent subject of all psychical experiences, whether held to be
directly known or known only through reflective thought'. This
entity is opposed to what has been called the non-ego. From
the standpoint of the academic psychologists the ego is 'the self,
whether considered as an organization or system of mental states, or
as the consciousness of the individual's distinction from other
selves and so as contrasted with an alter or alter-ego.' The introspectionist is unwilling to bring any consideration of logical necessity
in describing the ego ; to him the introspective experience of the
'feeling of F represents the ego.
We have seen that the ego
described by Freud is a special concept brought in for the purposes
of explaining the mechanism of repression.
The Freudian ego
mobilises the repressing forces and maintains the censorship ; it is
the agency which controls the voluntary muscles and differentiates
between the real and the imaginary world and serves the biological
purpose of protectiong the organism from mischief by initiating the
higher types of adaptation. It is to be differentiated from the id
from which instinctive strivings arise. The Freudian ego does not
comprise within itself the whole of the mental life of the individual.
Many persons would object to this restriction of the usual connotation of the term, but it must be remembered that the Freudian ego
is an empirical entity postulated to meet special requirements.
The ego that I would posit for the purposes of the theory of
opposite wish may be called the theoretical ego. Generally speaking
it may be said to be the hypothetical entity which maintains the
continuity of mental experience both conscious and unconscious
during all times ; to speak figuratively it is the thread which keeps
the individual beads being feel that there is a sharp contrast between
the subject and the object, between the ego and the alter-ego, between
the experiencer and the experienced. It is the average man's T that
feels the continuity of experience and the strivings of life. It is the
great reservoir of all wishes both conscious and unconscious. It
includes within itself the Freudian ego, the id and the super-ego, in
fact, all manifestations of mental life. It harbours within itself
contradictory elements that may come into conflict with one another,
and still it usually maintains the unity that constitutes personality.
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Psychological Assumptions
The theory of opposite wish assumes that it is the wish only
that provides the motive force in life. A wish may be either
conscious or unconscious. The wish is a form of mental energy
that acts like a physical force, and brings about a change in an
existing group of perceptions. All forms of actions, beginning
from a deliberate act of choice to a simple reflex act, may be supposed
to be motivated by wish in some form or another. Consciousness
is not an essential characteristic of wish, it only arises when the
wish acts against a partial resistance. Perceptions are determined
by wish ; in fact they are forms of latent wishes ; when the latent
action attitude in a perception becomes manifest a wish, with
reference to the object perceived, arises in the mind. A perception
may be either subjective or objective. In a subjective perception
the ego is concerned with the sensations -and impressions as such
from the sense organs, while in objective perception the attention
is directed towards external objects. Corresponding to the
two types of perception there are two types of wishes, viz,
subjective and objective. Feelings and emotions have no independent
existance. They are attached to actions. An emotion is a
conglomeration of wish and feeling, so also is^an instinctive tendency.
A feeling may be pleasant and unpleasant and may be referred
to the subject, the object or the act in a wish situation. Pleasantness
is primary while unpleasantness is a repression product. Pleasure
and pain have no real driving force which only belongs to the
wish ; they are like by-products, and appear during efforts at
fulfilment of a wish.
A wish, like a physical force, can strengthen or inhibit
another wish. A wish never disappers from the mind unless
it is satisfied ; even then it may regenerate at some later period.
A fulfilled wish is like a spent force ; it has no further drive.
An unconscious wish is either latent or repressed. A latant
unconscious wish can be completely satisfied by identification
whereas a repressed one is set free by this process and then
becomes latent or is accepted by the conscious personality.
A repressed wish may join hands with a similar but undepressed
wish and then may seek satisfaction in symbolic actions or in
sublimation. The ego is the reservoir from which all wishes
11
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arise and it is the ego that acts as the subject in all wish situations.
Every wish that rises in consciousness is accompanied by its
opposite which remains in the unconscious. The unconscious
counterpart of the conscious wish enables the subject to apprehend
the characters of the objects. The opposition between two
wishes forming a pair is an inward expression of the inherent
opposition between the subject and the object. In all perception
and wish situations the ego splits up into a subjective and an
objective half each carrying opposite tendencies. The conscious
wish is referred to the subject half of the ego and the unconscious
one which represents the position of the object to the other
objective half. In a normal wish situation both the wishes of
the pair are satis6ed simultaneously, the conscious one directly
and the unconscious by the mechanism of identification with
the object. In repression the two wishes forming the pair mutually
inhibit each other.
The New Theory
The theory of opposite wish can now be presented in its complete
form. Biologically the whole environment may be looked
upon as object to be distinguished from the organism which is
the subject. The organism is either affected by influences coming
from the environment or affects the latter by sending out energy
from itself; from the standpoint of the organism or the subject
there is a passive and an active phase, towards the environment
or the object. The biological situation is after all nothing but
a complex physical situation. If we for a moment consider the
position of any lump of any matter in the universe we shall find
that it either receives energy from outside objects or sends out
energy to them. A hot body gives out heat to surrounding
objects and a cold body receives heat from them. Receiving
heat and giving out heat may be supposed to be opposite processes
from the standpoint of the individual body and we may posit
hypothetical mechanisms within the body for the two processes.
From the physical standpoint the heat receiving mechanism is
nothing but the capacity of increased movement of the molecules
of the body and the beat radiating mechanism is represented
by the possibility of diminished movement of the same particles.
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These mechanisms are set in motion whenever there is a difference
in temperature between the body and its surroundings. The
same sort of phenomenon may also supposed to occur with
reference to other forms of energy besides heat. Physically
speaking difference in 'potential', if I am allowed to extend the
the use of the term to denote the intensity gradient with reference
to energy in general, acts as the stimulus in all reaction. The
aim of all physical reactions is to bring about a state of equilibrium
or unity. In the physical sphere the Newtonian law holds good
and the stimulus energy is supposed to be equal to the reaction
energy. Actions and reaction are equal and opposite. When the
reaction is not manifest and is hidden from view it is said to
be latent. When it is out of all proportion to the stimulus, e. g,
in what may be called trigger action on the a/ialogy of a gun
fire, it will de noticed that the Newtonian Law is only apparently
violated. A trigger action is like remqving the insulation from a
hot body ; difference in 'potential' acts as the real stimulus in all
such cases. A trigger action simply converts the potential energy
into a kinetic one. The dischage is determined by the potential
gradient.
Since biological manifestations are but complicated physical
reactions the same Newtonian Law must be held to be true in the
biological sphere also. In all relations between the organism and the
environment, actions and reactions are equal and opposite. Whenever there is any apparent divegence from this law the organism has
been either storing up energy from outside or discharging it from a
previously accumulated stock. Growth is to be explained as a
potential form of reaction towards impluses received from the
environment. The biological organism also very frequently exhibits
what I have described just now as trigger action ; all instinctive
behaviours are of this type.
Coming to the domain of psychology we might say that from
the standpoint of determinism, the development of any particular
wish is the result of environmental conditions. The environment
produces the perceptions which are forms of latent wishes. The
wish alone controls all actions and reactions in the organism.
It is the representative of physical energy in the psychical sphere. In
the first stage of its existence the organism mainly plays the passive
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role with reference to its surroundings. In submitting to the influences
coming from external objects it developes corresponding wishes of
the passive type. This may be compared to the physical action
phase. The physical action is the counterpart of the biological or
the psychological stimulus. The stimulus tends to produce a reaction
which is equal and opposite to it. In receiving a blow a body tends
to return it. In the reactive phase the organism plays the active
role and tries to influence t i e surroundings. It may be said therefore,
that the passive phase of the organism is directly responsible
for bringing about an active reaction. In the psychological plane
the passve phase is at first appreheded as a passive perception which
is merely a latent form of passive wish. Repeated submission to the
passive situation develops the passive wish which may be generally
expressed as the desire to be modified by the environment. The
active reaction phase likewise develops the active wish to modify
the environment. Since actions and reactions are simultaneously
in operation and since they are opposite in nature it may be said that
in all cases wishes having opposite qualities develop in pairs. One
cf the pair may remain latent as in potential reactions. For a wish
to appear in conciousness it is necessary that its action phase should
not be unduly obstructed, i. e., must have opportunities for actual
satisfaction so that its channel of discharge might develop adequately.
If the organism is repeatedly forced to submit to impressions coming
from outside, and at the same time its reactive phase is prevented
from finding an outlet in action, the passive wish develops and gains
in intensity while pari passu the corresponding active wish also
develops ; at first it is latent but with the incresing intensity of
the passive wish, the active one also increases in strength, and strives
for fulfilment; but as its channel for discharge, unlike that of the
passive wish, has not developed adquately it sets up a tension within
the system and ultimately comes into conflict with the passive wish.
If the environment now changes and becomes favourable for the
satisfaction of the active wish, still owing to the imperfect development of its channel for discharge it cannot be relieved in action.
The result is an inhibition of both the passive and the active wishes.
This is how repression arises. When the channel of discharge of a
particular wish has been properly developed no repression can arise
even where the environment prevents a fulfilment of the wish ; the
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wish merely remains suppressed or in abeyance. We thus distinguish
four possible states of a wish, viz, latent, repressed, suppressed and
free. A wish is latent when it does not arise in consciousness and
can be satisfied by the mechanism of identity ; its operations are to
be seen in all normal actions where it leads to an appeciation of the
object in the wish situation. A certain amount of opening up of the
channel of discharge is necessary before identification can take place.
When the channel is narrow the latent wish becomes a repressed wish
and cannot find satisfaction even when conditions are favourable.
Repeated compulsory satisfaction of one of the wishes of a pair to
the neglect of the other owing to one-sided environmetal influence,
is responsible for bringing about a repression of the latter wish, A
repressed wish does not come up into consciousness until the repression
is removed by widening up of the channel of discharge. A conscious
wish is said to be suppressed when the environment prevents its
fulfilment. Suppression dose not lead to repression. When the
obstruction is removed the suppressed wish becomes a free wish and
finds relief in action.
From the biological standpoint the wishes of the organism can
be classified under two heads, vis, the desire to be modified by the
environment and the desire to modify the enviornment. There is a
reversal of subject-object relationship in the two situations. The
subject and the object are in eternal conflict with each other and
this conflict has its psychological counterpart in the pairs of opposite
wishes. The desire to be modifiend by the environment when
carried to its extreme limit means a complete dissolution of the
organism and its absorption in the environment resulting in a unity
of structure. This tendency finds psychological expression in the
wish for death which may be either conscious or unconscious. The
presence of the death wish can be definitely demonstrated by psychoanalysis in many normal and abnormal persons. In suicides this wish
becomes dominant. The desire to modify the environment, in its
ultimate manifestation, is again a tendency to unification with
object by bringing it within the scope of the ego. This tendency is
manifested in all life activities.
The desire to modify the environment and the desire to be
modified by the environment never occur singly but always in a
pair. One element of the pair is conscious and the other remains
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unconscious, and helps the ego to understand the charcteristics of
identification. Identification is the psychological expression of the
principle of unity which is the guiding force of the wish. Had
the ego remained content in looking at the world from its own
standpoint it would have been perfectly justifiable to classify all wishes
under one rubric namely that of active and passive. But as a result
of identification the ego very often looks at itself and at the world
from the position of the object. The polarity of subject and object
therefore gives a truer and more comprehensive view of life
than that of either activity and passivity or life and death. In
fact the subject polarity comprises within it all possible forms of
opposition.
The psychological difference between a male and a female
requires an explanation. How is it that in the female the passive
tendencies gain a greater prominence, without leading to repression,
than in the male when the environmental factors, which have been
supposed to be responsible for the development of all types of
wishes, remain the same ? How is it again that given the same
outside influence one person develops a psycho-neurosis while another
remains normal ? These facts can only be explained on the
supposition of a constitutional hereditary difference. If we look upon
heredity as past environment there would be no difficulty in explaining
such phenomena on the basis of the theory of opposite wish.
I have discussed these problems and the biological, the
physiological and the physical aspects of the theory in greater
detail in my book Concept of Repression. The different phases of
the wish situation as assumed by the theory, and of which I have
given the barest outline here, have been fully analysed by me in
my papers entitled 'The Nature of the Wish', 'Analysis of Wish1
and 'Pleasure in Wish', (Read before the Indian Psycho-analytical
Society in March 1925, September 1926, and January 1927).

Rival Theories
The explanations offered by the theory of opposite wish in
solving individual psychological problems may now be compred with
similar attempts by other theories. The theory of opposite wish may
be looked upon as an extension, and an amplification of the
existing psycho-analytical theories and also as an effort at their
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unfkation. The theory thus does not come into conflict with
other theories except in regard to certain points which I shall
indicate presently ; it goes deeper than most of the theories in the
field. Its logical character and apparent completeness should not
stand in the way of its acceptance by empirical workers, and it
should not be confounded with any philosophical doctrine of a similar
nature because of its wide applicability in mental life. One the
other hand these charcteristics are all indications of the
trustworthiness of the formulation.
Repression
We shall first of all consider the phenomena associated with
repression. It was held before that repression occurred as a result of
conflict between sexual and ego-instincts. The ego-instincts manifest
themselves as shame, loathing, disgust, etc. These constitute the
inner factors of repression. The outer factors are the cultural requirements of the individual and as such they are social in natute. Besides
the operations of the inner and the outer factors the hereditary
constitution of the individual plays an important role in repression.
Pfister in his Psycho-analytic Method wrote, ''Repression can only
occur when an instinct is inhibited. This can happen by rendering the
activity of the instinct impossible or by a second desire opposing the
first one." Under the heading of 'outer factor' Pfister mentioned
deprivation and abstinence. As inner factor he emphasised the
importance of the ethical attitude which is manifested as conscience
or public morality. Certain workers traced repression to a conflict
between individual and herd instincts. Certain others sought to explain
it on the basis of a fight between self-preservative and racepreservative instincts. It will be noticed that most of these theories
are biological rather than psychological. In mental life we come
across several types of polarities, such as, pleasure and pain, activity
and passivity, life and death, etc. The polarity of consciousness
and unconsciousness consititutes an essential feature of the difference
between a free and a repressed mental element, and repression has
been sought to be explained on the basis of one of the polarities such as
pleasure and pain, life and death, etc. Each of these has been
supposed to be primary in their turn by some worker or other.
During the last few years new light has been thrown
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nature of the ego-instincts posited by Freud in his earlier works.
Cases of paraphrenia and shell-shock have revealed an erotic
basis for the ego-instincts which were considered before as
non-sexual in their nature. The opposition between ego-instincts
and sexual instincts had to be examined fcom a different standpoint.
The net result was that Freud had to modify his theory of
repression in severel important particulars. The libidinous
component of the ego-instinct has been termed narcissism. Certain
aspects of the narcissistic tendency might come into conflict
with object-love and thus provide the necessary basis for repression.
In his latter writings Freud has stressed the polarity of life
and death cravings ; this also gives us an explanation of repression.
According to Freud repression is either primary or secondary.
In primary repression the material concerned is never allowed
entry into the conscious mind so that it remains unconscious
from its very inception. In secondary repression or after-expulsion
an originally conscious material is pushed into the unconscious
level. A conscious material is repressed because of a thrust
from a conscious and an attraction from an unconscious primary
repressed material with which the conscious element unites in
associative relation. Freud would distinguish an idea from its
cathexis ; repression might affect either the idea or the cathexis.
Instinctive tendencies coming from the id may be denied
entry into the conscious mind by the ego which may be looked
upon as a modification of the id resulting from contact with the
outer world. An instinct is opposed if its demands come into
conflict with demands of reality ; in a case of this type the
reality-principle opposes the pleasure-principle, The ego generates
the repressing force. By a process of identification and introjection,
which must be looked upon as different from repression,
the external object of the undesirable craving from the id is
incorporated with the ego. This results in the formation of
the super-ego. The super-ego then acts as an ally of the ego
and helps it in its work of repressing the craving. The super-ego
therefore contributes to the repressing force. The super-ego is
formed on the basis of the primitive narcissistic component of
the ego-instinct. The super-ego is the agent that is mainly
responsible for repressing the powerful cedipus wishes. The
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super-ego acts as the inner representative of social pohibitions
fchich, according to certain workers, are to be held responsible
for causing repression. The theory of the super-ego enables us
to understand the influence of environmental conditions in repression.
Although the super-ego usually helps the ego in its work of
repression, under certain conditions the ego puts up a fight with
the super-ego and brings about a repression of mental elements
traceable to the latter source ; this is the mechanism by which
the sense of guilt is made unconscious in psycho-neurosis.
Freud's explanations of repression do not afford us any insight
into the nature of the opposition that might be supposed to
exist between the repressing and the repressed forces j we do
not understand why the narcissism attached to the ego-instinct
should at all oppose object-love; it has been asserted that the
amount of the aviable libido is a constant quantity, and when
this libido flows to the self, as is supposed to happen in narcissism,
there is a corresponding depletion in the object-libido ; the
avaliable libido seems to be fixed to the ego ; it is not clear why this
fixation should occur and why such a fixation cause repression of
an objective instinctive tendency ; since a repressed tendency continues
to exert its cathexis a complete depletion of libido cannot be conceived ; repression therefore cannot be explained by the mechanism
of shifting of the point of attachment of the libido ; on the other
hand it would appear that such a displacement takes place only
after repression has occurred. It may be urged, as has very often
been done by Freud, that the non-sexual component of the egoinstinct is the repressing force ; it manifests itself as shame, loathing,
repugnanee, etc ; here again it is not explained why these emotional
states should succeed in making an instinctive craving unconscious ;
there is evidence to show that shame, loathing, etc., are removable
by analysis and as such they are to be looked upon more as products
o£ repression than as repressing forces. The opposition between
life- and death-instincts has not been clearly formulated yet, In
such manifestations as exhibitionism and peeping tendency one can
easily detect opposite attitudes but as they are both erotic they
must be supposed to belong to eros or the life-instinct; similarly the
opposite traits of both sadism and masochism come under deathinstinct ; the opposition in such cases is to be traced not to any
12
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conflict between life- and death-instincts but to the warring elements
in each; Ferud does not maintain that such an opposition is
reponsible for repression ; it is more primary than repression and
serves to help the organism to get a mastery of the instincts.
I shall revert to this question presently.
Freudian Ego, Super-Ego and Id
Although the concept of the super-ego would enable one to
understand many facts of repression still the nature of the opposition
that it sets up along with the ego against cravings from the id
remains to be elucidated. The super-ego is an anomalous institution ;
it is derived from the id and still it fights the latter ; why the
super-ego should sometimes act as an ally of the ego and sometimes
as its enemy is not at all clearly understood ; no explanation is
to be found for the active drive of the super-ego when it acts
in an executive capacity in manifestations of the conscience ; the
incorporation of the parental image with the ego in super-ego
formation is understandable but it is not clear from which source
the super-ego derives its energy of action i it must be admitted
that the energy comes from the ego and not from any foreign
object i the super-ego therefore represents a definite craving of the
ego itself; it is no foreign imposition. The theory of opposite wish
would easily explain the genesis of the super-ego ; the super-ego
represents the opposite counterparts of the sexual cravings for the
parents ; it is itself a product of repression. Identification and
introjection, which give birth to the super-ego, are traceable to the
same source as repression phenomena as I have already explained.
The energy of the super-ego is derived from the group of wishes
that are the opposite counterparts of the cedipus tendencies, this
is why the super-3go comes into conflict with the Freudian ego
on the one hand with the cedipus tendencies on the other. The
theory of opposite wish will explain all the facts of repression
in a simple manner and will render the conception of the super-ego
unnecesary. As I have shown before it brings the manifestations
of the normal and the punishing conscience into line, and will
explain the similarity of ethical restrictions and repressive inhibitions.
The paralysis of conscience that is to be observed in retaliation
can only be explained on the supposition of the presence of an
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opposite wish. The theoretical ego with its opposite tendencies,
as posited by me, will enable us to dispense with the three anomalous
entities, namely the Freudian ego, the super-ego and the id without
sacrificing any of the advantage of the tripartite conception of the
personality. The theoretical ego maintains the repression, not because
it gains any advantage thereby, but because it is forced to take that
step owing to the exigencies of circumstances ; one-sided influences
coming form the environment prevents an adequate development of
the channel of discharg3 for certain wishes. It is by the unconscious
opposite counterpart of the conscious wish that the ego appreciates
the characteristics of external objects and adapts itself to reality.
There is no need to assume any separate reality principle. Every
repression means a certain amount of deficiency in understanding
reality. It is the opposite wish that leads to identification with
object in real life. Theory of opposite wish thus enables us to
understand normal experience along with the repressed and give us
definite information the manner in which repression is removed.
Types of Wishes Concerned in Repression
I shall give a very brief description of the order of development
of the different types of wishes in the entity called the theoretical ego.
A fuller discussion of the theme I have reserved for a future paper.
It may be assumed that in the earliest stage of infancy the child is
unable to differentiate between itslf and the external world. The ego
is yet undeveloped. As the child grows older it begins to experience
sensations. The organic sensations are the first to develop. In
experiencing a sensation the ego may be assumed to come into existence
in a rudimentary form. Experiencing means a theoretical distinction
between the knower and the known. The organic sensations provide
the basis for the auto-erotic wishes. It may be assumed, as I have
explained before, that in experiencing the organic sensation the ego
splits up into two halves, the subjective and the objective, each
invested with opposite action attitudes. The objective half of the
ego is responsible for the appreciation of the nature of the sensation.
The sensation plays the role of the object in auto-erotic wishes. At
a later stage by the mechanism of projection which I shall explain
presently, the sensation is externalized and located to some part of
the body. It is this localisation that leads to the conception of the
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body. Some part of the body rich iii sensation may then function as
the object of the ego's wish. This is how narcissism arises. In
narcissism also there is the same splitting up of the ego into a subjective and an. objective half; the latter is the agency through which
we know our body. Both the auto-erotic and the narcissistic wishes
come under the class subjective as described by me before. The
impressions that come from the sense organs are the last to be coordinated. They on projection give rise to the appreciation of
external objects round which objective wishes centre. Repression
mig% affect all the different types of wishes described here. Autoerotic repression has not attracted the attention it deserves. It is
to be regularly seen in all cases of paranoia along with narcissistic
phenomena. The account of the nature of the different types of
wishes as given here will remove all confusion regarding autoeroticjsm and narcissism.
Cure of Repression
Symptom formation, symbolization, phantasies, dreams, taking to
hobbieSj etc, may all be considered as efforts at curing repression.
The repressed wish seeks fulfilment in symbolic and imaginary
activities. So long as the significance of the symbol remains unconscious there is pleasure from the symptomatic act and consequent
relief of tension. Rhythmic activities also help to release pent up
energy. The importance of transference in the removal of repression
is well-known. The process gives us a clue to the mechanism of
repression. During transference the physician with his firm yet
sympathetic attitude provides facilities for the actual discharge of
opposite types of wishes. He stands to the patient as a symbol for
the father, conjuring up old infantile reminiscences and modes of
reactions. Both give and take are possible in the case of the
physician. In transference we therefore find the satisfaction of
opposite pairs of wishes so that there is provided an outlet, however
small, for the repressed wish. The transference wishes may not be
of very great intensity but all the same they provide a channel of
discharge which gradually develops and makes it possible for a similar
wish of greater intensity to find satisfaction. Just as the central
nucleus of the neurosis forms an infective focus for the disease so
a transference provides a starting point of cure. I have discussed
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the cure of repression in greater detail in my book Concept of
Repression, The importance of the see-saw mechanism in the
cure of repression has already been discussed. I need not go into
it again.
Repression in Normal Life
It has been usually held that repression affects only the sexual
life of an individual ; the non-sexual cravings are supposed to be free
from its influence. The theory of opposite wish would presuppose
that wherever there is an abnormal development of one wish at
the cost of its opposite counterpart there is field for repression. That
this is true is amply borne out by the facts of ethical life. Moral
conscience as distinguished from sexual concience shows wonderful
similarity to an obsessional idea- Our ideas of social duty show a
mechanism similar to that of repression. There is however no doubt
about the great preponderance of sexual material in the unconscious.
Different explanations have been put forward to account for this. It
has been held that under the present conditions of civilized society
the sexual cravings undergo the greatest amount of supression ; it is
in the sphere of sex that deprivation and abstinence are most marked.
Several objections may b e urged against this view. In he first place
we find that the nutritional cravings which find expressions in the
desires for different types of food have to be suppressed by many
individuals owing to poverty and other causes ; still in the sphere of
hunger we do not come across any repression phenomenon. It is
difficult to believe that our cherished wishes may become unconscious
simply because they cannot be fulfilled ; chances are that they
would continue to exist in consciousness or at least in the preconscious
waiting for opportunities for satisfaction. Then again social inhibitions have grown out of requirements of past individuals ; there is no
reason to suppose they were differently constituted than the present
members of the society ; if anything, social restrictions are the
results of repression rather than its causes ; we must then look
for a more primary source of repression. The race-preservative
instincts, which are represented by sexual cravings in the individual,
are supposed to \e more powerful than the self-preservative ones
which manifest themselves as ego-instincts ; the probability
therefore is that in case of conflict the ego-instincts are the ones
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more likely to be repressed. But facts are quite different. The
theory of opposite wish explains the preponderance of sexual
material in the unconscious in the most satisfactory manner. It
is pre-eminently in the sphere of sex that reciprocity can find
actual expression in life. Reciprocity is to be traced to the desire
for a situation opposite to the original one or in other words it
is to be correlated with the functioning of the opposite wish. It
naturally follows from the theory that repression should be most
in evidence in the sexual field. In moral and social situations
the same possibility of a reciprocal action is to be found; in
these spheres also repression is at work. In the early infantile
situation reciprocal relations are marked in the case of the mother
and the child. One-sided influences coining from the mother,
as is likely to happen in the case of the only child, the eldest
child, the child of neurotic parents, provide the basic ground for
repression. No wonder therefore that the cedipus craving should
from the central nucleus of mental disease. Our ideas of morality,
crime, punishment, chastity, female liberty, social duty all owe
their motive powers to the factor of the opposite wish. The
field of repression in normal life is very much wider than is usally
beleived. In those activities of life where reciprocity is not
possible, as in situations where the wish-object is inanimate, the
opposite wish seldom goes beyond the state of latency; it finds
satisfaction by the mechanism of identity with the object, and
the possibility of repression is thereby avoided. Under exceptional
situations the opposite wish may come out even when the object
is inanimate. I shall revert to it when discussing repetition
compulsion.
The periodicity of sleep can be satisfactorily accounted for
by the theory of opposite wish. During the waking state our
activities are characterized by tendencies to mould the environment ;
the active desires are prominent, and they find satisfaction in
action. This leads to a gradually increasing tension of the
passive wishes till at the end of the day the roles are reversed
and the individual resigns himself in a passive way to the
environment. The alterations of the manic and the depressive
phases in certain psychoses may be similarly explained. If we
push the theory to the speculative limit we may say that the
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activities of life must necessarily be followed by the passivity"
of death. Death is an extreme form of surrender to the environment.
In obedience and hypnosis the subject surrenders to the hypnotist,
in sleep he submits himself passively to a restricted environment
and in death he yeilds completly to the forces of the external
world.
Ambivalence
In the mental life of perverts we come across certain opposite
tendencies which regularly occur in pairs. The more important
of these are sadism and masochism, observationism and peeping
tendency, masculinity and feminity using the terms in their
restricted sexual sense, and active and passive homo-sexuality.
One of the pair in every case is active and the other passive.
In psycho-neurotics also and even in normal persons the presence
of these opposite tendencies forming pairs in close association with
each other can always be demonstrated ; one only of the tendencies
in the pair is usually dominant in consciousness at a time. Many
different theories have been advanced to account for this peculiarity
of mental life. I shall mention Freud's views presently. In my opinion
no other theory except that of opposite wish will satisfactorily explain
ambivalence as this phenomenon has been called. Ambivalence is
one of the clearest forms of expression of opposite wishes occurring
in pairs and is a strong proof of the correctness of the theory.
Pairs of Opposite Tendencies
Freud in his paper on "Instincts and their Vicissitudes" mentions
the different changes that an instinct might undergo under different
circumstances. There are four types of transformation, viz, (1)
reversal into its opposite, (2) turning round upon the subject, (3)
repression and (4) sublimation. The essential feature in the different
manifestations is determined by the subjection of the instinct to the
influences of the three great polarities that govern mental life. Of
these three polarities that of activity and passivity is biological, that
of ego and external world is, what may be termed, real and finally
that of pleasure and pain is economic. The reversal of an instinct
into its opposite may be resolved into two different processes : a
change from active to passive and a reversal of the content. The
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first is best seen in the change of sadism into masochism and of
peeping tendency into exhibitionism. The reversal of content is
seen in the change of love into hate. The turning round of an instinct
upon the subject is illustrated in melancholia where the masochism
is actually sadism turned round upon the subject's own ego.
In reversal the aim of the instinct is changed whereas in 'turning
round' the object is changed to self while the aim remains constant.
The relation between 'reversal' and 'turning round' will be best
illustrated by an example. The first stage of sadism in the child
is marked by his efforts to gain control of his own limbs. The
next stage consists in the child's endeavour to gain contorl over
other persons and in the exercise of violence and power on the object.
In the third stage the object is abondoned in favour of the self.
This is 'turning round' and it is marked by the change of activity to
passivity in the aim. In the fourth stage again another person is
sought as object; the object now plays the active role and full
masochism develops resulting in a complete reversal of the original
sadism. In sadism there is originally no desire to inflict pain but
with the onset of masochism pain as an aim comes into the field
because it is capable of producing a pleasurable sexual excitation,
'for the sake of which the subject will even willingly experience the
unpleasantness of pain'. According to this view the masochistic
pain is secondary and is only a means to an end. I shall have to
criticize this view later on. The processes of reversal and of turning
round are, according to Freud, independent of repression. They are
efforts at gaining mastery of the instinct. The turning round of an
instinct is dependent on, and becomes possible because of the existence
of a primary narcissistic organization of the ego as represented m
the illustration by the child's desire to control his own muscles. Freud
advances the theory that an instinct is built up by a successive
welding of active and passive elements and it is this that gives it the
character of ambivalence.
Regarding the antithesis of love and hate Freud would trace love
to sexual-instincts and hate to ego-instincts. In the early stage of
development the sexual instinct has an anaclitic relation to the egoinstincts, i.e., it has to depend on the latter for satisfaction and object
choice. It is at this period that the opposition between love and hate
develops. Freud says, "Loving admits of not merely one but three
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antitheses. First there is the antithesis of loving-hating ; secondly
there is loving-being loved ; and, in addition to these, loving and
hating together are the opposite of the condition of neutrality or
indifference." In the opposition between loving and being loved
there is the intermediate stage of turning round of the love upon the
self. The situation is that of 'loving oneself which is the characteristic of narcissism.
I shall now briefly mention the points on which I differ from
Freud. The relation between auto-eroticism and narcissism has not
been clearly worked out by Freud. In the narcissistic situation a
part of the subject's body acts as the object for the instinct. Freud
says, "In the auto-erotic instincts, the part played by the organic
source is so decisive that according to a plausible supposition of P.
Federn and L. Jekels the form and function of the organ determine
the activity or passivity of the instinct's aim." Again "Originally ;
at the very beginning of mental life, the ego's instincts are directed
to itself and it is to some extent capable of deriving satisfaction for
them on itself. This condition is known as narcissism and this
potentiality for satisfaction is termed auto-erotic." Freud is not clear
on the role of subject and object in the phenomenon of turning round
of the instinct. When the instinct is turned round upon the ego
what is the entity that plays the role of the subject ? One can
have a part of itself as its object but how can the whole ego be
involved in the same situation both as the subject and as its own
object. The same difficulty will confront us if we take the whole ego
as the object of narcissistic love.
Freud in his later writings 10 has admitted that masochism might
be a primary trait. But he has undoubtedly given a greater prominence to the primary character of sadism in all his discussions, Freud
is also of the view that the relation of hate to objects is older than
that of love or in other words hate is a primary trait which may
develop independently of love. In correlating hate with the egoinstincts Freud has brought it into line with sadism, Freud originally
posited an opposition between sexual-instincts and ego instincts but
since the discovery of libidinal narcissistic component of the egoinstincts this view had to be given up and a new polarity was formu10. Freud—Beyond the Pleasure Principle. P.70
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lated in the shape of the opposition between life and death instincts.
Freud says, "With the discovery of narcissistic libido, and the
extention of the libido concept to the individual cells, the sexual
instincts became for us transformed into the Eros that endeavours to
impel the separate parts of living matter to one another and to hold
them together : What is commonly called the sexual instinct appears
as that part of the Eros that is turned towards the object. Our
speculation then supposes that this Eros is at work from the beginning
of life, manifesting itself as the 'life-instinct' in contradistinction to
the death-instinct1 which developed through the animation of the
inorganic." Sadism has been supposed to be an expression of what
has been called death-instinct The life-instincts according to Freud
give rise to the attraction between the different cells of the body
making it possible for a multicellular organism to evolve ; the tendency
of union so marked in the germ cells is traceable to the same factor.
It is supposed that life originally started by a forcible separation of
the constituent components of inorganic substance ; life-instinct by
its tendency to re-union is also an attempt to go back to the original
state ; it is thus a manifestation of the same repetition compulsion
that finally leads to death ; the inherent opposion between life and
death-instincts lies in the fact that the circuitous path to death which
the life-instinct follows is due to an independent urge on its part to
postpone death ; as Freud expresses it 'the organism is determined
to die in its own way'.
It will be seen that in his theory of instincts Freud has taken
up a more biological than a psychological view of mental life. In
a psychological theory of instinct the ego must be given a place
quite distinct from its object ; it is the subjective ego that feels the
instinctive urge towards object other than itself; in passive situations
although the object plays the active role it is the ego that is primarily
affected. So far as the ego is concerned masochism and sadism
are quite distinct and opposite tendencies. It is from the biological
point of view alone that the two instincts are supposed to be identical
in their nature ; to an outside observer, who is indifferent to both
the subject, and the object, it is the action that is important and
to him the manifestations of sadism and masochism are identical;
in both the situations one organism is seen to inflict cruelty on
another ; to the biologist all organisms are alike and there is no need
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to distinguish between the subject and the object; it is the action
alone that counts. Freud's assertions that an instinct might turn
round upon the self and that in narcissism the self can play the role
of both the subject and the object at the same time, are traceable
to the same biological attitude.
The theory of opposite wish will explain the phenomena of
reversal and 'turning round' of instincts in a more satisfactory and
simple manner ; it will further bring repression into line with these
two proceses which have been supposed by Freud to be more primary
than repression. The opposition of love and hate is satisfactorily
explained by considering love as primary and hate as a repression
phenomenon. Love is a complex of wishes and pleasant feeling.
Freud points out the distinction between liking and loving in
language. The former term is used in non-sexual situations and
the latter only when the context has a sexual significance. I do
not think Freud is right in drawing this distinction. We use the
expression love also as a substitute for liking. We love to eat,
love to read, love to walk, etc. This linguistic evidence is in favour
of considering liking and loving as belonging to the same category.
Love is the expression of the feeling of pleasure in a wish situation.
In repression the love may be transformed not only into hate but
also into anger, anxiety or fear, disgust or any other unpleasant
emotion. The exact relations between love and these different
unpleasant emotion remaian yet to be worked out.
The pain which seems to be craved for in masochism is,
according to my view, neither primary nor secondary in the sense
that it is a means to gain sexual excitation. The pain in masochism
in common with all other pain is a repression product. A masochist
does not really want the pain; he craves for the situation which is
painful to the average man because of repression. A perfect
masochist will get pleasure even in being cut up. Pleasure in pain
is an absurdity. The pain interferes with the satisfaction of the
masochist and is to be traced to a partial repression in his case.
Freud traces the origin of masochistic pain to the death-instinct.
The satisfaction of an instinct should give pleasure instead of pain.
We must therofore suppose, if we follow Freud, that the conflict
between life and death instincts gives rise to pain; this is
tantamount to saying that pain is a repression product. A normal
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individual is never absolutely free from repression of his sadistic
and masochistic wishes ; pain, whether physical or mental, thefore
seems to form a primary trait of mental life. The theory of opposite
wish leads us to the startling proposition that to a person completely
free from repression there is no such thing as pain.
Identification and Projection
The problems of reversal and of turning round of instincts
will be satisfactorily solved if we study the relation between
identification and projection and the mechanism of imitation,
retaliation and similar phenomena. Let us consider the attitudes
of the ego in the different phases of a normal wish situation.
I have repeatedly indicated that the ego in experiencing a wish splits
up into a subjective and an objective half. At certain times the
ego looks at the world from the standpoint of the object of its wish ;
the object then may assume the characteristics of a secondary ego.
The primary ego in placing itself in the position of the secondary
one feels all the strivings that a willing and reciprocating
individual may experience in behaving as the object in the
primary wish situation ; for example when the primary ego
feels the desire to kiss a person it invests the objective secondary
ego with the desire to be kissed ; needless to say that the real
object may not feel any such desire. The secondary ego therefore
has all the characteristics of a reciprocating sentient person
looking at the situation from the standpoint of the object;
it may be said that the sentient secondary ego also splits up
into a subjective and an objective half. The primary ego can
look at a wish circuit, and can feel four different attitudes
corresponding to these points. Let us consider the hypothetical
case of a person A who feels the desire to be struck by another
person B. Such a situation is a prototype of the original passive
situation characteristic of early child life. In the primary subjective
attitude which dominates consciousness under usual conditions,
A feels the desire to be struck by B ; in the secondary subjective
attitude A feels that B has the desire to strike him, in the
secondary objective attitude A thinks that B feels that B is going
to be struck by A, and lastely in the primary objective attitude
A feels that he has the desire to strike B. All the phases in
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the wish situation except the first are unconscious. They may
come up into consciousness when repression is at work affecting
the first phase. The first and the forth phases represent the
the pair of oppsite wishes. In the second or the secondary
subjective phase the primary ego feels the strivings of the
object; this is what I have described before as empathy or
ego-identity. In complete identification the ego appreciates
both the second and the third phases. The third or the secondary
objective phase, when it becomes conscious represents what is
known as a paranoic projection. This will be apparent if we
took an active wish as an example. The primary active desire
on the part of A to strike B, is trnsformed in this phase into
the expression B wants to strike A, which is a typical projection
symptom. The fourth phase represents action-identity ; in being
struck, A feels the desire to strike back; this is the mechanism
of retalation and imitative action. The explanations that I have
given here of identification, projection, imitation, etc., will bring
into line all these manifestations of normal and abnormal mental
life. Identification, projection, etc., have been supposed to be
primary activities of the ego defying further analysis. I have
shown that they are all tracable to the operations of the opposite
wish.
The Guiding Principle
It is to be noted that the theoretical ego can never be the
object in any wish situation; the experiencer cannot be the
experienced. When the ego has its own subjective sensation
or a part of the body as its object it may be supposed that a
portion of the ego has split off from the main entity and the ego's
wishes with reference to the dissociated portion is an attempt on
its part at unification. In auto-eroticism and narcissism the entire
ego acts as the subject and the dissociated portion as the object.
In self-pity and other similar states the whole ego seems to be its
own object. This is never a primary situation. It happens only
when repression is at work, and the main ego has transferred itself
to the position of the original object. The mechanism is the same
as in complete identification. When the ego invests an external object
with its own characteristics as in the formation of the secondary ego
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the same effort at unification is observed. It may therefore be said
that all the different types of wishes, auto-erotic, narcissistic and
objective, are guided by what may be called the unity-principle. From
this standpoint all wishes are efforts at unification of the subject
and the object. When the effort succeeds pleasure arises in the act
and when it fails there is pain.
Most of our life activities are guided either by the desire to
gain pleasure or to avoid pain. Gaining pleasure and eliminating
pain are the positive and the negative aspect of the same tendency
although psychologically speaking the emphosis is sometimes on the
one and sometimes on the other. In the psycho-neurotic and in the
pessimistically inclined normal person avoidance of pain seems to
be the primary motive force in life whereas in the case of the optimist
it is the desire for pleasure. In psycho-analytical literature the
term pleasure-principle includes both. From the introspective
standpoint it would be quite jusifiable to posit two principles, viz,
pleasure-drive and pain-drive. Freud in his writings has given a
greater prominence to the latter. According to the theory of opposite
wish it is neither pain nor pleasure that guides the wish ; both of
them are by-products. It is the principle of unity that determines
the development and the operations of a wish. One need not assume
any other principle besides that of unity.
I have already shown that it is quite unecessary to
assume any separate reality-principle. When the opposite wish is
unhindered there develops a true grasp of the external world and
when there is repression there is falsification of perception resulting
in the development of an illusion or a halucination. In illusions
the ego apparently achieves unity with the object but this apparent
unity has no lasting quality.
The principle of repetition is posited to explain the revival
of childhood situations in transfernce neurosis, children's play, shellshock drems and some other manifestions of mental life of a similar
nature. In repetition phenomena painful situations are apparently
revived in contravention of the pleasure-principle or it may be, a
pleasurable situation is revoked repeatedly without any satiety.
Freud has mentioned two aspects of this principle both aiming at a
restitution of a previous state of affairs ; the repetition-principle
as seen in the operations of the eros is manifested in attempts at
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union while its counterpart which activates the death-instinct aims
at the restitution of living matter to its original inorganic state.
This latter manifestation has also been called the Nirvana principle.
In doctor-play of children and in shell-shock dreams the repetition
compulsion serves a useful purpose by developing the necessary
apprehension to bind down or neutralize the excessive and sudden
stimulus charge of the original situation. This charge continues
to operate within the organism of the victim liberating narcissistic
libido that manifests itself as anxiety.
Against this explanation I may point out that positive
transference situations are repeated as often as negative ones. In
the positive situation there is no unpleasant stimulus charge that
may require binding. Further the transference affect may be very
weak in intensity and still show repetition. In the doctor-play the
child always plays the aggressive role. My explanation of repetition
compulsion is that it is an effort to correct the one-sidedness of a
situation which brought about a repression. In playing the doctor
the child reverses the original painful role ; his play enables him to
identify himself with the doctor who was the object of his unpleasant
experience in the previous situation ; by this means the painful
tension of repression is removed. It is true that in positive and
negative transferences the patient repeats the original parental
relations but careful analysis will show that the original roles are
reversed. Failure of satiety and consequent repetition of a pleasant
situation is also an effort at identification with the object. I have
mentioned previously that in wish situations where inanimate things
act as objects the opposite wish usually remains latent ; it gets satisfied
by identification with the object and there is no painful tension ;
there are exceptions to this rule. When the stimulus coming from
the object is of an intense order, the opposite wish ceases to be latent
and acts as it were repressed. When some inanimate object hurts
us we often vent our spleen upon it ; this is similar to a retaliatory
act; in retaliation we behave like the object of the primary situation.
Shell-shock dreams are to be explained on the assumption that the
ego tries to identify itself with the dangerous environment and thus
ease the situation. My analysis of such dreams have confirmed this
supposition ; the subject in the dream looks at the situation from the
standpoint of the environment or the object of the primary situation.
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The opposition between life and death instinct is to be explained
on the basis of the opposition between the desires 'to mould the
environment', and 'be moulded by the environment'. The theory
of opposite wish will thus do away with the necessity of postulating
the repetition compulsion. The principle of unity is the only principle
that guides our wishes.
Conclusion
The theoy of opposite wish explains the peculiarities of mental
life as seen in normal and abnormal persons in a more satisfactory
and thorough .manner than all other theories. It satisfies all the
canons of theory formulation. It has a wider range of applicability
than any other psychological hypothesis. It is simple in its structure,
and does not come into conflict with the tenets of physics, biology
and philosophy.
The theory synthesizes a large number of existing individual
conceptions into a unitary whole. It does away with the
multiplicity of formulations, and brings many facts of abnormal life
into line with the normal. It departs from the usually accepted
psycho-analytical theories at several important points. In the first
place it holds that wishes alone provide the motive force of our
activities. Emotions and feelings, apart from their wish elements,
are not to be held as incitors of actions. Perceptions are to be looked
upon as latent wishes. It is neither pain nor pleasure but it is the
principle of unity that guides our wish. All wishes are efforts at
bringing about a psychological unification of the subject and the
object. Pleasure is more primary than pain. Pleasure is expressed
in love and other pleasant emotional states ; pain in hate, anger, fear
and similar reaction. All painful affects have their origin in repression.
The same opposite wish is responsible for repression as well as for the
appreciation of reality according as it is hindered or free.
The theory gives us practical suggestions to bring up children
in such a way as to prevent repression from interfering with their
normal mental development. A knowledge of the theory will help
the analyst to predict nature of the unconscious material that is
going to come up into consciousness at any particular stage of the
treatment. It will facilitate the removal of repression and bring
about quicker adjustments. In my papers on 'Genesis of Homo-
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sexuality' and 'Genesis and Adjustment of CEiipus Wish1 (Proceedings
of the Indian Psycho-analyical Society, February 1926 and September
1928) I have shown the application of the theory to the solution of
complicated and special psycho-analytical problems. It has enabled
me to find a new technique of psycho-analysis (vide Proceedings off the
Indian Psycho-analytical Society, August 1930). This technique when
applied to suitable cases considerably shortens the period of
treatment. I venture to submit that the theory of opposite wish
throws new light on the mysterious ways of the human mind.
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